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ABSTRACT
There is need for an integrated event focused crawling system to collect Web data
about key events. When an event occurs, many users try to locate the most up-todate information about that event. Yet, there is little systematic collecting and
archiving anywhere of information about events. We propose intelligent event
focused crawling for automatic event tracking and archiving, as well as effective
access. We extend the traditional focused (topical) crawling techniques in two
directions, modeling and representing: events and webpage source importance.
We developed an event model that can capture key event information (topical,
spatial, and temporal). We incorporated that model into the focused crawler
algorithm. For the focused crawler to leverage the event model in predicting a
webpage’s relevance, we developed a function that measures the similarity between
two event representations, based on textual content.
Although the textual content provides a rich set of features, we proposed an
additional source of evidence that allows the focused crawler to better estimate the
importance of a webpage by considering its website. We estimated webpage source
importance by the ratio of number of relevant webpages to non-relevant webpages
found during crawling a website. We combined the textual content information and
source importance into a single relevance score.
For the focused crawler to work well, it needs a diverse set of high quality seed
URLs (URLs of relevant webpages that link to other relevant webpages). Although
manual curation of seed URLs guarantees quality, it requires exhaustive manual
labor. We proposed an automated approach for curating seed URLs using social
media content. We leveraged the richness of social media content about events to
extract URLs that can be used as seed URLs for further focused crawling.
We evaluated our system through four series of experiments, using recent events:
Orlando shooting, Ecuador earthquake, Panama papers, California shooting,
Brussels attack, Paris attack, and Oregon shooting. In the first experiment series our
proposed event model representation, used to predict webpage relevance,
outperformed the topic-only approach, showing better results in precision, recall,
ii

and F1-score. In the second series, using harvest ratio to measure ability to collect
relevant webpages, our event model-based focused crawler outperformed the stateof-the-art focused crawler (best-first search). The third series evaluated the
effectiveness of our proposed webpage source importance for collecting more
relevant webpages. The focused crawler with webpage source importance managed
to collect roughly the same number of relevant webpages as the focused crawler
without webpage source importance, but from a smaller set of sources. The fourth
series provides guidance to archivists regarding the effectiveness of curating seed
URLs from social media content (tweets) using different methods of selection.
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1 Introduction
1.1 Motivation
There is need for an integrated event focused crawling system [1-3] to collect Web
data about key events.
Events lead to our most poignant memories. We remember birthdays, graduations,
holidays, weddings, and other events that mark stages of our life, as well as the lives
of family and friends. As a society we remember assassinations, natural disasters,
man-made disasters, political uprisings, terrorist attacks, and wars -- as well as
elections, heroic acts, sporting events, and other events that shape community,
national, and international opinions. Web and Twitter content describes many of
these societal events.
In part, Web 2.0 [4] is a highly responsive sensor of important occurrences in the
real world, since people from across the globe meet virtually and share related
observations and stories online. We can leverage this stream of data, for automatic
collection of events, to trigger event archiving, and later to enable event related
services that support communities.
Permanent storage and access to big data collections of event related digital
information, including webpages, tweets, images, videos, and sounds, could lead to
an important international asset. Regarding that asset, there is need for digital
libraries (DLs) providing immediate and effective access, and archives with
historical collections that aid science and education, as well as studies related to
economic, military, or political advantage.
When something notable occurs, many users try to locate the most up-to-date
information about that event. Later, researchers, scholars, students, and others seek
information about similar events, sometimes for cross-event comparisons or trend
analyses. Yet, there is little systematic collecting and archiving anywhere of
information about events, except when national or state events are captured as part
of government related Web archives. This is the need addressed by the Integrated
Digital Event Archive and Library (IDEAL) project [5].
Though the Internet Archive [6] supports some event-oriented archiving, coverage
is limited. Many important events are ignored, while others are only captured in
part. Some groups collect data only until the last victim is rescued, while others start
late and miss early posts. Further, tools for capture are complex, and few archivists
1

master their features, so achieving high recall is expensive. There are few
mechanisms to filter out noise in collections. Access to the resulting archives is
awkward and inefficient due to the fact that much of the content captured is nonrelevant [7]. We argue that manual curation of seed URLs is not scalable and not
fully effective for archiving events that have high impact. Thus, improved technology
is needed.
The IDEAL project is developing a digital library/archive supporting automatic
event tracking, crawling, and archiving, as well as effective access (in the sense of
aiding in the finding and utilization of relevant high quality information). Figure 1
shows an overview of the IDEAL project. By taking input from tweets, news,
webpages, (micro) blogs, and queries, our system will collect and archive event
related digital objects, and provide a broad range of helpful services.

Figure 1 Overview of IDEAL system and role of event focused crawling
This dissertation focuses on the data front end of the IDEAL project, i.e., collecting
and archiving data using a new type of focused crawler. The IDEAL project has
around 11 TB of webpage archives (WARC files) and over 1.2 billion tweets across
hundreds of different events [8]. Early on, the webpage archives were collected
using the Internet Archive’s [6] Archive-It service [9] , which uses the Heritrix [10]
tool for archiving webpages. Originally, the IDEAL project manually prepared a list
of URLs for events, and fed it to the Archive-It service for crawling. The problem
with this weakly curated approach is that we produced collections with low
precision (i.e., with few relevant and many non-relevant webpages); Heritrix is a
general Web crawler and doesn’t analyze the textual content of the webpages before
downloading them. To overcome this problem, the IDEAL team shifted to another
approach: we extracted URLs from tweet archives that were built about events, and
2

downloaded only the corresponding webpages. The resulting collections have high
precision (most of the webpages are relevant) but low recall (not all of the relevant
webpages are found).
A focused crawler would help solve each of the previous problems by crawling (to
increase recall) the WWW starting from the URLs extracted from the tweet archives
but then following only the relevant webpages (to enhance precision) in order to
find and collect as much relevant information as possible. However, in the past,
focused crawling was mainly applied to topical crawling, i.e., collecting webpages
about a certain topic or domain. Accordingly, since we are working with events, we
extended the approach previously used by the IDEAL team and adapted/changed
the traditional focused crawler approach to accommodate our needs.
Table 1 Example events of different event types
Event Types

Example Events

Bombing

Boston bombing

Building Collapse

East Harlem building collapse

Community

Flint water crisis, Lovewins (same sex marriage),
World cup

Earthquake

Ecuador, Japan

Fire

California wild fire, Brazil night club fire

Flood

Texas Floods

Hurricane

Joaquin, Sandy, Katrina

Plane Crash

Egyptair, Russian, germanwings

Political Conflict

Brexit, Turkey coup, Greece Bailout referendum

Protests/Riots

Ferguson, Egyptian revolution

Scandal

Panama Papers, Sepp Blatter

Shooting

Oregon college shooting, California shooting,
Orlando club shooting

Terrorist Attack

Paris, Brussels, Nice truck attack

Train Derailment

Amtrak188, Quebec
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There are several definitions of an event that differ according to discipline (see
Chapter 4 for more details). In this dissertation we are interested in unusual real
world events that capture much attention, leading to a high volume of content
generated on the WWW about the event. Thus we consider different types of events
like: airplane crashes, building collapses, earthquakes, floods, fires, hurricanes,
political crises, scandals, shootings, terrorist attacks, and train crashes/derailments.
All these types of events share the same characteristics: something happens at a
specific physical location during a specific period of time. Example events for each
event type are shown in Table 1. This is not an exclusive list of events and their
types, but rather a representative list of what we have been working on in this
dissertation. Our research should generalize to any event with the same
characteristics (i.e., something unusual happens at a specific place on a specific
date).
We proposed five major changes to traditional topical focused crawling:
1. Implementing an event model and representation,
2. Incorporating the event model information extracted from seed webpages’
content into focused crawling,
3. Developing a webpage source importance model,
4. Incorporating the webpage source importance model into focused crawling,
5. Automating the process of seed URLs selection.
Our proposed approach intelligently combines the different aspects of an event to
heuristically estimate the relevance to the event of a URL and/or a webpage. Our
intelligent event focused crawler distinguishes on-topic URLs/webpages vs. offtopic (like with the baseline topic-only approach), and also distinguishes on-event
URLs/webpages vs. off-event URLs/webpages on which the baseline topic-only
approach fails. For example, consider the California shooting event. Both
approaches (our intelligent event focused crawler and the baseline topical focused
crawler) successfully identify on-topic URLs/webpages (i.e., URLs/webpages about
a shooting). However, our event focused crawler also intelligently distinguishes
between URLs/webpages that are on-event (e.g., relevant to the California shooting)
and URLs/webpages that are off-event (but still on-topic, i.e., about a shooting).
We conducted four series of experiments to evaluate our system using a set of
recent events: Orlando shooting, Ecuador earthquake, Panama papers, California
shooting, Brussels attack, Paris attacks, and Oregon shooting. The first experiment
series evaluated the effectiveness of our proposed event model representation when
assessing the relevance of webpages. Our event model outperformed the topic-only
approaches; it showed better results in precision, recall, and F1-score. The second
4

experiment series evaluated the effectiveness of the event model-based focused
crawler for collecting relevant webpages from the WWW. Our event model-based
focused crawler outperformed the state-of-the-art focused crawler (best-first
search); it showed better results in harvest ratio. The third experiment evaluated
the effectiveness of our proposed webpage source importance for collecting more
relevant webpages. The focused crawler with webpage source importance managed
to collect roughly the same number of relevant webpages as the focused crawler
without webpage source importance but from a smaller set of sources. The fourth
experiment provides guidance to archivists regarding the effectiveness of curating
seed URLs from social media content (tweets) using different methods of selection.
Our contributions from this research are:
1- A model and representation for capturing the different aspects of events in
webpages (topic, location, and date);
2- An extended focused crawler approach that uses our event model to
represent content and to estimate the relevance of webpages;
3- An automated approach for social media-based seed URL selection;
4- A method to estimate the value of webpages based on their source
importance;
5- An extended focused crawler approach that integrates, for each webpage, the
textual content information based on our event model, along with the
webpage source importance, into a single relevance score.
The following subsections introduce the hypotheses tested through this
dissertation, the research questions investigated, the 5S approach used to guide our
work, and the organization of the following chapters.

1.2 Hypotheses
This research considers the front end of the IDEAL project, i.e., collecting and
archiving data using a new type of focused crawler. We test two hypotheses about
focused crawling, the first of which has three parts:
H1: Using several sources of evidence of webpage relevance, including contentbased features, will help identify more of just the relevant webpages.
H1.1 Using temporal and spatial information as part of modeling and
representing events leads to better descriptions of events than the
topic/keyword-based approach.

5

H1.2: Incorporating event information extracted from a webpage’s content
into focused crawling will increase effectiveness, helping identify more of the
relevant webpages while maintaining high levels of precision.
H1.3: A webpage belonging to an important website (e.g., www.cnn.com)
should lead to a larger number of relevant webpages linked to it. The source
website (e.g., www.cnn.com) is acting like a hub which leads to relevant
webpages.
H2: Integrating event information and webpage source importance will improve
relevance prediction power, ensure balance in types of content crawled, and
reduce bias.

1.3 Research Questions
This dissertation addresses five research questions, listed below, that map, as
shown in parentheticals, to the hypotheses given above.
R1: How to model and represent an event? (H1.1)
R2: How to compare two event representations? (H1.1)
R3: What is the effect of introducing event handling on the performance of focused
crawling? (H1.2)
R4: How to model and represent webpage source importance? (H1.3)
R5: How to integrate handling of events and information sources? (H2)

1.4 5S
Our system is designed taking into consideration the 5S framework [11-14] for
developing digital libraries. We describe here the different dimensions of the 5S
framework and how they are applied in our system.
We are using the 5S (societies, scenarios, spaces, structures, streams) digital library
framework for two main reasons. First, 5S provides a checklist and design
guidelines that help in the unfolding of our research. Second, the main goal of our
system is to build an event digital library, which is a key part of the IDEAL project,
which provides services (by implementing scenarios) for a variety of users
(societies). We demonstrate how focused crawling adds content (digital objects) to
the IDEAL event digital library. The key digital objects are tweets and webpages,
that each can be viewed as a combination of stream and structure. Another of the
main objects in our focused crawler is the event object, a combination of stream and
6

structure and space. The 5S model allows us to treat events as first class objects (i.e.,
event objects can be created, stored, sorted on different attributes, searched, and
visualized - based on attributes like location). A main design consideration of our
focused crawler is the ability to receive an event object as input, and then start
crawling the WWW for webpages that are relevant to that event object, thereby
implementing a variant of the Web crawling scenario. More discussion of 5S and its
connection to this dissertation research follows.
Societies:
The system can serve different stakeholders like: historians, those in the general
public, researchers, analysts, responders, event participants, and decision makers.
In addition, there are software agents; see more below under Services.
Scenarios:
In addition to activities of software (see more below under Services), the following
will be supported:
• A User can start building a collection using the event focused crawler. The
user should provide a set of URLs, collect the output of a search engine, or
sample from social media content that is provided as input to our system.
• A User can visualize a certain event or group of events. Several visualization
schemes are provided, including maps and timelines.
• A User can browse the system content according to facets or other
mechanisms, considering: event categories, content type, entities, and
archives.
• A User can search all system content types.
• A User can search a certain event collection or several collections.
Spaces:
Objects in our system can be viewed in several spaces:
• Webpage documents are represented using the vector space model [15, 16].
• Events are represented in an event space model (topic, location, and date).
• Two- or three-dimensional interfaces aid user interaction.
• Probability spaces aid with characterizing interdependencies and drawing
inferences.
Structures:
Organization of objects in our system can be performed according to:
• Event category (earthquake, flood, hurricane, shooting, plane crash, etc.),
which can fit within a taxonomy, ontology, or other type of structure;
7

Data stream type/schema (for text, image, audio, video, event record,
archive); or
• Entity (location, date, person name, organization name).
Representations include (metadata) records in databases, graphs, trees, etc.
•

Streams:
These include: webpage texts, Web archives, crawl logs (data recording how the
focused crawler created the collection), images, videos, audio files, event summaries
or descriptions, and other similar entities associated with events. We considered
events as first-class objects and created characterizations for each event. Using
event related streams, you can search for an event, browse events, visualize events,
etc.
Services (not one of the 5 Ss, but related to Societies and Scenarios, and helpful in
describing a DL):
Our system will provide services including:
• Creating or transforming collections/archives;
• Analyzing collections (extracting entities, providing summaries, classifying,
clustering);
• Searching all kinds of data streams;
• Browsing according to event categories, data stream types, and/or entities;
and
• Visualizing content.

1.5 Thesis Organization
This dissertation is organized as follows. Chapter 2 discusses the architecture of the
baseline topical/focused crawler. Chapter 3 reviews different approaches for
focused crawling. In Chapter 4, we propose our new event model and
representation, and explain how it is integrated with the focused crawling approach.
Chapter 5 covers the design of experiments performed, while Chapter 6 presents the
evaluation of our event model-based focused crawler and of the baseline focused
crawler. Chapter 7 explains the webpage source importance model and its effect on
our focused crawler. Finally, Chapter 8 concludes and discusses issues for future
research.
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2 Related Work

We discuss the different fields related to our work in a top-down manner. First we
discuss the bigger general topic of Web crawling. Then we discuss the IDEAL project
and Web archiving techniques. Then we discuss focused crawler techniques.
Most of the work done in traditional topical focused crawling falls into one of three
categories: machine learning, semantic similarity, or content and link analysis. We
discuss the major work done in these three categories in the next subsections. Along
the way, we also touch on publications related to event modeling, social media
integration with focused crawling, seed selection, and finally focused crawling
evaluation.

2.1 Web Crawling
Web crawlers [17] are software programs that traverse the WWW following the
links on the webpages. A crawler models the WWW as a graph where nodes are
webpages and edges between nodes are the hyperlinks that manifest in the
webpages. A crawler starts from a set of webpages, called the seed set, and follows
the links on those webpages. It downloads the corresponding webpages, extracts
the links in them, and then repeats the whole cycle.
A crawler keeps two data structures that facilitate the crawling process [18], the
URL queue (frontier) and the visited URLs list. The crawler uses the frontier to keep
the URLs that are extracted from webpages but not visited yet, and the visited URLs
list to keep track of the URLs that were visited so it won’t visit them again (or to
control the frequency of visiting them again).
Web crawlers have been used by search engines to collect as many webpages as
possible. The search engine parses the collected webpages, extracts the text, and
builds a search index [18]. The index is the main element used to support the
searching service.

2.2 The IDEAL project
The IDEAL project [5] team has developed over 1000 tweet archives about general
topics and/or events, along with over 66 Web archives of man-made and natural
disasters, the latter using the Internet Archive’s general crawler [10].
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Figure 2 Workflow for creating Web archives from social media (Twitter)
Event archiving is different from domain/site-based or topic-based archiving. The
first involves archiving a specific domain/website with all or some of the underlying
subdomains/structure. The second covers a given number of webpages related to a
user-defined topic.
The IDEAL project team has identified and employed three approaches for archiving
webpages about events:
1. Manual curation by domain experts, librarians/archivists, and government
agencies. (High quality – time consuming). See https://archiveit.org/explore?show=Collections&fc=meta_Subject:Spontaneousevents
2. Social media-based (crowd sourcing) curation by extracting, retrieving, and
archiving URLs from tweet collections about an event (Low quality – time
saving). See http://www.eventsarchive.org/?q=node/42
3. Crawling the Web using a focused crawling approach tailored to events (with
acceptable quality and time)
The IDEAL project team has used the first approach and created around 66 Web
collections about different kinds of events [19]. They manually curated seed URLs
and fed them into the Archive-It service for crawling (see Figure 3). They have
applied different settings of the Archive-It configuration parameters according to
the importance of the event about which they are collecting, and the type of URLs
they curated. The two main configuration parameters are the frequency of crawling
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and the scope of crawling. The first one controls the frequency by which the crawler
should revisit and re-crawl the webpage, while the second parameter controls
whether the crawler should follow the outgoing links in the webpage.
The IDEAL team automated the process of curating seed URLs [20] by collecting
tweets about the events of interest and then extracting URLs from tweets and
feeding them to the Archive-It service for crawling. Social media in general, and
Twitter in particular, provide a very rich source for user-generated content, which
contains a large number of URLs. The IDEAL project team has created around 1000
tweet collections about general topics and specific events [21]. The tweet collections
suffer from noisy content like porn, job ads, marketing, etc. The IDEAL project team
has applied several filtering methods to ensure the resulting tweet collections
contain relevant content only. Figure 2 shows the workflow for curating seed URLs
from social media sources (e.g., Twitter). The resulting seed URLs are archived using
the Heritrix [10] tool and then the resulting Web archives are indexed by a search
engine for providing access, searching, and browsing services for users.
The last approach is aimed to maintain a balance between producing high quality
event collections and reducing the time/resources needed for collection building.
The IDEAL project team has developed tools for semi-automatically collecting,
curating, and archiving webpage collections, leveraging methods for event modeling
and focused crawling. The event modeling covers especially identifying and
representing events considering their What, Where, and When aspects.
The IDEAL project’s work on focused crawling could be of benefit for Web archiving
by:
1. Helping prepare lists of URLs to be archived (i.e., a focused crawler
recommending a seed list);
2. Helping extend a collection automatically (using existing collections for
machine learning type training of a focused crawler to find similar new
webpages); and
3. Analyzing and summarizing the produced event collections by using the
developed event model.

2.3 Web Archiving and Archive-It service
Closely related work had been done in the emerging and promising field of Web
archiving and digital libraries (WADL) [22-24]. The most related aspect of Web
archiving is the selection of webpages to be archived and how to collect these
webpages, a process sometimes known as Web curation, typically governed by a
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selection policy. General Web crawlers are the dominant method for Web archiving.
However, several new techniques have emerged which do not depend on crawling
technology, but rather depend on the transactional behavior [23] of the WWW
(HTTP protocol) to drive archiving of webpages.
Many webpage archives are created by curators using the Internet Archive’s service
called Archive-It [9], which helps with harvesting, building, and preserving
collections of digital content. The service takes URLs as input from a user. Figure 3
shows the interface for users to manually enter the URLs from which the crawler
will start crawling. These URLs are used by Archive-It to crawl the Web, guided by
manual configuration details (scoping of the domain of webpages to crawl, types of
files to crawl, following robots.txt protocol, etc.), and the resulting webpages are
captured and stored in WARC [25] files. The Archive-It service has provided an
automated way for different kinds of users to archive and save important webpages
in which they have interest. However, the methodology used in the crawler
technology behind the Archive-It service is oriented toward archiving general
websites (like government, state, university libraries, and federal websites) where
the whole content of the website and the frequent changes/updates of the website
are the main scope of the archiving process. For spontaneous events this approach
is not well suited. Most of the event-related content involves only specific webpages
within a website, and those webpages are not frequently changed/updated.
Therefore, using the Archive-It service may result in an archive with most of the
content not related to the event of interest. In [7] the authors analyzed Web archives
about school shootings. Their results show that representative Web archives are
noisy, with 2% - 40% of webpages reflecting relevant content.
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Figure 3 Seed URLs manual curation using Archive-It service

2.4 Focused Crawling
2.4.1 Machine Learning
Machine learning based focused crawler approaches apply text classification
algorithms [26-28] to learn a model from training data. The focused crawler then
uses the model to estimate the relevance of unvisited webpages. Use of the model
enhances the performance of the classifier by incorporating domain specific
knowledge and online relevance feedback. Our approach likewise can be considered
as involving a classification task; we require training data for calculating the weights
of the different aspects of the event and we are using the webpage text for building
the event model.
Rennie and Barto [29] used reinforcement learning for solving the focused crawling
problem. They modeled the focused crawling problem as a Markov decision process
with webpages as states, URLs as actions, and on-topic webpages as the rewards.
Another reinforcement learning algorithm, temporal difference learning, was used
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in [30]. They used a state value function to estimate the importance of webpages to
lead to future relevant webpages. In our approach, we use webpage source
importance to estimate the value of webpages for linking to other relevant
webpages.
Another work [31] used the reinforcement learning framework proposed in [29]
and enhanced its performance by applying incremental online learning. For each
new URL, they estimate its corresponding class and use its features to update the
class features and its corresponding q-value. Then they retrain the supervised
learning algorithm based on the new training data (old training data and the new
URLs seen). This approach eliminates the data bias that appears in the test data,
where unseen URLs may appear from new domains that were not found in the
training data. In our approach we address bias through using webpage source
importance both in selecting seed URLs and also during crawling.
Infospiders is a topical crawler based on adaptive online agents [32] that use genetic
programming and reinforcement learning approaches to estimate the relevance of a
webpage. In our approach we go beyond just using topics, and use event modeling
for estimating the relevance of a webpage.
In [33], a focused crawler was developed for collecting webpages that contain
semantic information (semantic annotations expressed as structured data
embedded in the HTML of the webpage). The authors proposed a new methodology
for crawling the Web that utilizes an online classifier and a reinforcement learning
bandit algorithm for selection. The online classifier learns to detect the relevant
webpages during crawling, eliminating the need for training a model before
crawling. The bandit algorithm provides a framework for ordering and selecting the
next URL to visit during crawling. The URLs in the crawler frontier are grouped by
their Web host/domain and each host/domain is scored according to an importance
measure. The crawler chooses the host/domain with the highest score and then
chooses from that host/domain the URL with the highest score.
2.4.2 Semantic Similarity
Semantic similarity-based techniques use ontologies [34, 35] for describing the
domain of interest. The domain ontology can be built manually by domain experts
or automatically, using concept extraction algorithms. Once the ontology is built, it
can be used for estimating the relevance of unvisited webpages by comparing the
concepts extracted from the target webpage with the concepts that exist in the
ontology. The performance of semantic focused crawling depends on how well the
ontology describes and covers the domain of interest. Many of our events are
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disaster-related events. Although we are not using domain knowledge or event
ontologies, yet our event model could be easily extended to make use of disaster
domain knowledge for finding disaster-specific keywords. Our event model also
could be easily mapped to portions of a disaster-related event ontology [12, 36] , but
further research would be needed to see if such would yield improvement. Further,
using this approach, in a system that is aimed to handle any type of important event,
would require considerable knowledge engineering work.
Related to semantics is sentiment. Sentiment analysis has been integrated into
focused crawling in two ways: sentiment-focused crawling [37] and focused
crawling leveraging sentiment information [38]. In both works, crawlers made use
of the sentiment information to build the target model and to guide, focus, and
direct the crawler through the Web graph by estimating the relevance of unvisited
URLs. Sentiment oriented crawling is considered a type of topical crawling, where
the target is to crawl webpages that have a given sentiment. Sentiment classes could
be as simple as positive vs. negative, or complex based on a specific domain. In our
work, events have more complex structure than sentiment. We can leverage
sentiment information about events but we have to find the relevant webpages
about events first and then analyze the sentiment information in those pages.
2.4.3 Content and Link Analysis
Text and link analysis algorithms combine text analysis schemes (e.g., Vector Space
Model (VSM) [15, 16]) and link analysis algorithms to estimate the relevance and
importance of webpages [39-41]. Link analysis approaches introduce the concept of
popular webpages. Popularity is measured based on the link structure of the WWW.
This led to the introduction of the concepts of Hub and Authority webpages [42].
Hub webpages have links to many authority webpages while authority webpages
are linked to many hub webpages. Among the link analysis algorithms, PageRank
[43, 44] is the most used. Alternatively, context graphs are used to represent the
context of a webpage using neighborhood webpages that are most similar to it.
Another line of research incorporates the genre of webpages into focused crawling
[45]. The genre of the webpage defines the type of the webpage (e.g., forum, tutorial,
news, blog, course-syllabus, etc.). The focused crawler uses two sets of keywords,
one for determining the genre of the webpage and the other set for determining the
topic. The two sets of keywords (genre and topic) are manually determined by
experts and then used by the focused crawler for estimating the relevance of the
webpage.
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Related to webpage source importance, Pant et al. [46, 47] describe a new Web
characteristic: status locality on the Web. A webpage’s status measures the
importance of the webpage with respect to its popularity, and is approximated by
the number of links pointing to it. Pant et al. developed an algorithm for estimating
the status of a webpage based on local characteristics of the webpage and also
demonstrated that the status property has some of the same characteristics as the
topical property. Our approach also tries to predict the importance of a webpage by
examining the importance of the domain to which the webpage belongs. The
importance in our case is viewed with respect to the domain of the event of interest.
For example, in an earthquake event, some websites may be more dominant, and
thus more important, than other websites, based on the number of relevant
webpages found for that domain.
Chen [48] developed a hybrid approach for focused crawling using genetic
programming for exploiting different features in a webpage’s text, and metadata
search for exploring different sources on the WWW. Chen applied the genetic
programming approach for combining different relevance signals from the webpage
text. He also used metadata search for gathering several seed URLs for the crawler
to start from, thus expanding the crawler’s coverage of the WWW. In order to
overcome the bias that can be found in one search engine, he used multiple search
engines and combined their results. Our approach also aims to improve recall in
crawling, but uses other types of evidence (webpage source importance) to do so.

2.5 Event Modeling
Event modeling recently has gained popularity in different fields, like topic
detection and tracking (TDT) [49], animal disease outbreak detection [50],
networked multimedia events [51], and document similarity [52]. In TDT, an event
is described as a topic that happens at a certain time, in a specific location, and with
a particular set of participants. In multimedia applications, an event is defined as a
tuple of aspects: informational, spatial, temporal, structural, causal, and experiential.
The informational aspect includes event ID, event type, and any other attributes that
serve as identification of the event. Spatial and temporal aspects represent the
location and time properties, respectively. The structural aspect includes the subevents belonging to the current event. The causal aspect includes the events causing
the current event. Finally, the experiential aspect includes all media resources
related to the current event.
We incorporated event modeling into our crawler, to build an event-aware focused
crawler [3]. We came up with an event model that integrates ideas from TDT [49]
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(we built our event model using the same definition: something that happened at a
certain place on a specific date) and work done in [50] (they defined an event as a
combination of domain-related keywords, location entities and date entities, and
disease name entities that appear on the sentence level). We use topic, location, and
date information, but aggregate at the collection level.
A probabilistic event model has been developed in [53] where an event is modeled
as a latent variable that generates webpages, i.e., the observations. A webpage about
an event is modeled as a tuple of three parts (topic, entities, and date). Topic and
entities are modeled as variables with multinomial distribution over words in
webpage content, and date is modeled as a normal distribution over the publishing
date of the webpage.
According to this model, using a time analysis of publishing dates of webpages, an
event is represented by a peak in the number of webpages published around a
certain date. A peak could represent one event or multiple events that happened on
the same/close dates. The topic and entities parts of the model help in
discriminating between events sharing the same peak.
In [54, 55], the LDA topic modeling framework is used to model events. An event is
represented by a mixture of topics over a set of webpages. The topics considered are
background topic, topic for each event (extracted from the set of webpages
belonging to that event), and topic for each document. The reason for dividing topics
in this manner is to capture and separate the language used for general purposes
(background famous words), the language used for each event specifically, and
finally the language used for each webpage specifically.
Events have been analyzed in social media (like Twitter) using tailored methods for
extracting event-related information from the tweets [56-59]. Events are modeled
as a set of words with specific structure like “subject verb object”. The purpose of
the research is not collecting information related to event, but rather given a set of
short text (tweets), how to extract event-related information. This type of work
models events at the fine-grain level, where it looks for specific structure in
sentences that might represent an event. In this dissertation, events are modeled at
a coarse-grain level using the combination of words at the webpage level.
In [60] events are modeled as the co-occurrence of spatial and temporal tokens in
one sentence. The authors provided a hierarchy for modeling spatial and temporal
tokens. For spatial hierarchy they used country, state, city, and street, while for
temporal hierarchy they used year, month, and day. Using these hierarchies, the
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authors developed a similarity function for estimating the similarity between
documents using event model instances extracted from the documents.
In [61] the authors analyzed the characteristics of information sources during news
events. They analyzed three types of information sources: media outlets, social
media, and query logs. They analyzed three events: San Bruno pipe explosion, New
York storm, and Alaska 3-way elections. They analyzed these events because all
three shared the same characteristics: 1) location is centralized (i.e., no multiple
locations), 2) time span is limited (i.e., so they attract attention and interest for a
short period of time). Their definition of events is similar to our definition:
something happened at a certain place and specific time.
Thus, there are several ways for defining an event depending on the context and the
application in which the event is used. Our event model is similar to the
probabilistic event model [53], which incorporates the topic, date, and entities
aspects. We do identify a date for an event. We also recognize location entities.
However, other types of entities found are included in the topic part as normal
keywords. Our event model can be easily extended to add other types of entities
(Persons, Organizations, etc.).
Combining several types of evidence is an important task in focused crawling. Initial
work has used content and link based information. Multimedia information also was
used [62], where text and images were analyzed for estimating webpage relevance.
There a Bayesian network was used for integrating evidence from different sources
of information (text and images). Likewise, we combine the webpage source
importance with the webpage relevance score, in particular by multiplying both
together to produce a final score.

2.6 Social Media and Focused Crawling Seed Selection
In [63], the authors combined the focused crawler technique with social media to
improve the freshness of the crawl. A focused crawler is limited by the set of seed
URLs it starts from. Social media produces a huge amount of user generated content
(e.g., tweets) that may contain URLs. Since social media content is produced live, the
URLs contained therein would be fresh and possibly more recent than the URLs
visited otherwise by the focused crawler. Injecting URLs from social media into the
focused crawler’s URLs queue, should increase the freshness of the Web collection
produced. The authors crawled about two events -- Ebola and Ukraine conflict -- and
used a keyword-based model to represent the two events. We used social media
content (i.e., Twitter) as a source of seed URLs. We collected tweets about events
and after the collection process finishes we extract the URLs and filter them to get
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relevant URLs.
In [64], the authors examined the topical quality of existing Web archives about
events. They built a framework that assesses whether the seed URLs used in
building the Web archive are on-topic or off-topic across the different times it was
crawled. The authors used the vector space model to represent the documents and
applied several similarity measures to calculate the similarity scores. They
evaluated their method using different threshold values to find the value that yields
the best performance. We used the cosine similarity for scoring webpages and URLs
about events with different threshold values.
We have used social media content (i.e., Twitter) to extract and select seed URLs for
focused crawling. Unlike the work in [58], we extracted the URLs from the tweet
collections and then started crawling.

2.7 Evaluating topical/focused crawlers
Several methods have been developed for evaluating focused crawlers [65, 66]. In
[67] a general evaluation framework has been developed where any focused/topical
crawler can be assessed according to the evaluation framework, independently from
the domain topic. The authors used three methods for evaluating different focused
crawlers. The first one is using a classifier to classify the resulting webpages as
relevant or non-relevant (on-topic or off-topic). The second method is using a
retrieval system where the collected webpages are indexed in the system and
specific queries are run against the collection. Different crawlers are evaluated
based on the number of relevant webpages retrieved for each query. The third
method is using average similarity scores. Different focused crawler methods are
evaluated based on the average similarity scores at different stages of the crawl.
Since none of these three techniques fits well with our approach, we use alternative
evaluation schemes in the work that follows.
The above mentioned works cover much of the background for our research. While
there have been a variety of related studies, our investigation is unique, and
improves upon the methods we have uncovered to-date.
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3 Focused Crawling
3.1 Topic Representation
One of the inputs to a focused crawler is a set of URLs; together these can be used to
describe the event/topic of interest. We refer to them as model URLs; they can be
the same or different from the seed URLs. In this dissertation model URLs are same
as seed URLs for small scale experiments, while in large scale experiments (where
seed URLs list is very large). We used the model URLs list because, as we will
describe later, in Chapter 5, in the large-scale experiments the number of seed URLs
is very large. Using all of those to build a model would be time consuming, and could
delay the start of a crawl. Accordingly, we use a smaller number of URLs as model
URLs to build the event model. These are selected on the basis of providing high
quality textual content about the event/topic. The focused crawler uses this set of
URLs to build its event/topic model, and then uses the model to estimate the
relevance [65, 68-73] of the URLs and webpages it encounters during crawling. The
remaining seed URLs are added to the queue for the crawl, helping ensure breadth
of coverage and reducing bias. From now on, we use the term seed URLs for both
seed URLs and model URLs for simplicity.
We consider two ways to represent an event. In the rest of this chapter, we consider
the first, traditional, baseline approach, where an event is treated like a topic [74],
characterized by a set of keywords. In Chapter 4, we describe our new approach,
where an event is described with a richer model.
We chose a best-first focused crawler as our baseline method because it has proven
to be the state-of-the art method in topical focused crawling [65, 75]. The baseline
best-first focused crawler uses the Vector Space Model (VSM) [76] approach to build
its event/topic model:
1. Using the model URLs, download corresponding webpages and extract text
from those webpages. Each webpage is tokenized to a set of words, stop
words removed, and words stemmed and then converted to a vector. Here
the vector represents the unique terms in the webpages and their
frequencies (how many times they appear in the webpage).
2. The crawler then builds a vocabulary index using the webpage vectors. The
vocabulary index maps the set of unique words in all the webpages to a list
of the word frequencies in the webpages.
3. Using the vocabulary index, the crawler calculates a weight for each word
by summing all its frequencies in the webpages in which it appeared. This
corresponds to the word collection frequency as opposed to the word Term
Frequency (TF). We haven’t used Inverse Document Frequency (IDF) as we
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are using the seed webpages only, rather than a large general corpus.
4. The crawler selects the top k words with highest weights as a model for the
event/topic of interest. The weights of the words are calculated by using
the log of the frequencies, to eliminate the risk of long documents
dominating short documents.
The baseline crawler uses the event/topic model to represent the event/topic of
interest and also to model each webpage it visits during crawling. So the event/topic
vector has a slot for each term found in the vocabulary (or feature space) that arises
from the webpages. More specifically, after getting a URL with highest score from
the queue, the crawler downloads the webpage, extracts the text, tokenizes the text
into tokens (words), removes stop words, applies stemming, does frequency
analysis, and converts the text into a vector of words with their frequencies. The
final webpage vector representation will be constructed using the words in the
vocabulary built from the model webpages and their corresponding frequencies in
the webpages. The word frequency in the webpage is called the term frequency (TF)
in the information retrieval literature [16] and is part of the Term Frequency –
Inverse Document Frequency (TF-IDF) weighting scheme [15, 16]. As mentioned in
the procedure above regarding step number 3, we have not used the Inverse
Document Frequency (IDF) because it usually is calculated for a general corpus of
webpages where relevant and non-relevant webpages exist. The focused crawler
uses only presumed relevant webpages from model (or seed) URLs and thus also
including the IDF value might lead to removing relevant keywords. Later, the
crawler estimates the relevance of a webpage by calculating the cosine similarity
between the event/topic vector and the webpage vector.
Also, the crawler estimates the scores of all the URLs in that webpage. For each URL,
the crawler combines the URL tokens and anchor text, converts them to a vector of
words with their frequencies, and calculates the cosine similarity of the resulting
URL vector to the event/topic vector. Then the URL is inserted into the queue with
the estimated score. The vocabulary (keywords or features) which the crawler uses
to represent the webpage vectors and the extracted URL vectors is built and
extracted from the set of webpages corresponding to the seed URLs. The webpage
vector is used to estimate the relevance of the webpage and produce a relevance
score. The URL score is calculated as an average of the URL vector score (calculated
as cosine similarity between event/topic vector and URL vector) and the score of
the webpage in which the URL appeared. So the crawler is making use of three types
of textual information: webpage text, URL anchor text, and URL address tokens.
Using webpage text and URL information was proved to be more efficient than using
webpage text only [75]. Figure 4 shows the architecture of the baseline best-first
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focused crawler, with the topic representation and relevance estimation processes
highlighted in dashed boxes.

Figure 4 Architecture of baseline focused crawler with topic representation in the
lower box, crawling in the upper box, and processing and relevance estimation in
the middle box.

3.2 Crawler Architecture
A general Web crawler [17, 18, 77-82] consists of webpage fetcher (downloader) for
retrieving webpage contents, URLs queue (frontier) for storing unvisited URLs, and
webpage processor for extracting text and URLs out of a webpage’s HTML. Crawlers
model the WWW as a graph G (V, E) where nodes (V) are webpages and edges (E)
are links between webpages. So, two webpages (nodes) will have an edge between
them if one webpage has a link pointing to the other webpage.
Similar to general Web crawling, a focused crawler has a webpage fetcher, URLs
queue, and webpage processor. In addition, a focused crawler has a topic or domainspecific model, and a module for estimating the relevance of URLs and webpages.
Typically, a focused crawler takes as input: 1) the desired number of pages to
collect, and 2) seed URLs to start crawling from. It outputs the set of webpages
found [26, 41, 66, 75, 83].
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One of the important aspects of (focused) crawlers is the ordering of the URLs in the
queue, which specifies the order of visiting the nodes of the graph. In the focused
crawler literature [27], best-first search is the most commonly used technique and
is considered the state-of-the-art focused crawler, taking into consideration the
estimated relevance of the URLs/webpages during crawling.
A focused crawler starts from a seed URL. It downloads the corresponding webpage
and extracts the text of that webpage. The focused crawler then estimates the
relevance of the webpage textual content with regard to the topic/event of interest.
In the next step, there are two design options. One option is that the focused crawler
decides whether the webpage is relevant or not by comparing its estimated score to
a pre-defined threshold. If the webpage is considered relevant, then the focused
crawler extracts the embedded URLs from the webpage and inserts them into the
queue. The other option is that the focused crawler extracts all embedded URLs
from the webpage and then inserts those into the queue, not being constrained by
the webpage score. The second option takes into consideration the tunneling
phenomena in crawling, where a non-relevant webpage links to relevant webpages,
either directly or through several steps.
When inserting the extracted URLs into the queue, the focused crawler has to make
another decision. One option is to insert all extracted URLs, along with the estimated
score of the webpage from which they were extracted. Another option is to estimate
the relevance of each URL based on the tokens in both the URLs’ address and anchor
text, and insert the URL and its resulting estimated relevance score into the correct
position in the priority queue. We adopt a hybrid approach where we use the
average of a URL’s score and the score of the parent webpage from which the URL
was extracted [75].
Next, the focused crawler pulls from its queue the URL with highest score, and
repeats the process. Figure 5 shows a focused crawler algorithm that handles
tunneling (i.e., extracts the URLs from the webpage regardless of score): estimating
the score of each URL and inserting it into the queue with its estimated score. We
consider this approach as the foundation for the baseline for evaluation
comparisons.
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!!
!Algorithm*!Baseline!Focused!Crawler!
!
Input:!Seed!URLs,!pagesLimit,!pageScoreThreshold,*urlScoreThreshold!
!
Insert!seed!URLs!in!priority!queue!
##*Topic*Representation*
topicVector!=!Build!topic!representation!from!seed!pages!!
##*Crawling*
while*pagesCount!<!pagesLimit*and*priorityQueue!is!not!empty:*
**
URL!=pop!(priorityQueue)!
!
append!URL!to!visited!list!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!page!=!download!(URL)!
!
##*Preprocessing*(Vector*Space*Model)*
!
pageVector!=!process!(page!text)!
##*Relevance*Estimation*(Cosine*Similarity)*
pageScore!=!calculateScore(pageVector,!topicVector)!
!!!!
pagesCount!+=!1*
************if*(pageScore!>=!pageScoreThreshold):*
************* *
page.getURLs!()!
!!
!!!
relevantPagesCount!+=!1!
!
!!!
save!page!to!eventNrelated!collection!
for*link!in!page.outgoingURLs:!
********************* *
URL!=!link.address!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! validate!(URL)!
***************
******* if*URL!not*in!visited!list!and*URL!not*in!priorityQueue:!
##*Preprocessing*(Vector*Space*Model)*
*
urlVector!=!process(URL!text)**
##*Relevance*Estimation*(Cosine*Similarity)*
*****************************
urlScore!=!calculateScore!(urlVector,!topicVector)!
***************
*******************
if*urlScore!>=!urlScoreThreshold:*
********* *
*
*
*
push!(URL,!priorityQueue)!

!
Figure 5 Baseline focused crawler algorithm

3.3 Large Scale Design Considerations
Ideally, the focused crawler should score all the URLs it extracts from a webpage
and insert them into its frontier based on their scores. When the situation is small
scale, the frontier size is manageable, however if large scale, the frontier size could
grow very fast, and slow down the performance of the focused crawler, due to
memory constraints.
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The frontier is constructed using a priority queue, often implemented using a max
heap [84, 85]. The max heap data structure provides pop and push operations like a
normal queue, and maintains the max heap property, i.e., that the element with the
maximum value is always on top of the heap. Thus, the pop operation will always
result in the element with maximum value. The pop operation is of O(1), while the
push operation will have to insert the element in its correct position to maintain the
property that the maximum element is always on the top of the heap. The push
operation is of O(log n) where n is the number of elements in the heap.
The push operation is repeated for every URL extracted while the pop operation is
repeated for every URL visited. Therefore, the focused crawler would spend a
considerable amount of time in maintaining the max heap property, especially when
the heap size grows. Thus during large-scale crawling experiments, we limit the
number of URLs of the max heap by inserting only URLs with a score bigger than a
given threshold and discard URLs with relevance score lower than the given
threshold.; we set the threshold to 0.1 empirically.
Another component that consumes memory in large-scale situations is the visited
URLs list. This list keeps the URLs that the focused crawler has visited (and fetched
their corresponding webpages) so that the focused crawler doesn’t visit them again.
For every URL extracted or popped from the frontier, the focused crawler checks if
the URL exists in the visited URLs list. Using a normal list, this operation will be time
consuming when the list size is very large. For large-scale experiments, we
implemented the visited URLs list using a hash table, where the hash key is the URL
address. Checking if a key exists in a hash table is much faster than searching a list.
The above mentioned approach characterizes the baseline focused crawler used in
evaluation studies reported below. The event focused crawler uses the same general
approach, but varies due to its use of an event model (and, later, webpage source
importance). Thus, comparisons allow determining the effects of the event model
and webpage source importance.
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4 Event Focused Crawler
4.1 Event Model and Representation
4.1.1 Event Modeling
In the focused crawler literature [74], events generally are considered as topics and
were represented with a list of keywords. Although this approach might work well
for some events, it works less well for other kinds of events. For example,
representing events as a list of keywords would work in cases where the topic part
of the event is most dominant and important, while the location and time parts
aren’t important or don’t play a significant role in the event. The outbreak of Ebola
is a good example of an event where the topic (spreading of Ebola) is the most
important aspect. The location and date are part of the details, but are not that
important, i.e., the topic part is largely sufficient to clearly describe the event. On the
other hand, shooting events, for example, can’t be described with the topic part only.
Since there are many shooting events in different places and at different times, we
need the location and date parts to clearly describe a particular shooting event.
In this dissertation, we are focusing on unusual real-world news events which cause
or create an impulse in the people’s interest and the media coverage about the event
[61]. Good examples of this type of event are natural disasters, elections, shootings,
terrorist attacks, and incidents (pipe explosion, crane or building collapse, etc.). This
type of event is characterized by two main things: 1) they have a centralized
physical location and 2) they have a limited time period in which their effect
appears (impulse in media coverage and people interest). Even for elections, we are
concerned not with the general aspect of the election but with a specific incident
that captures people’s interest or causes an impulse in media coverage. For example,
the Alaska elections on November 2, 2010 captured popular attention because of a
3-way race which an independent candidate won [61, 86].
This in contrast to many other event definitions in different fields. In the
computational linguistics field, an event can be defined as “a situation that occurs”
while in the multimedia field it is defined as a change in the state of an object in a
video or photo stream. In the information extraction field, the focus is on extracting
real-world local events like concerts, theater performances, birthday parties, etc.;
information comes from textual content and yields records of events in which
people have interest [87].
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Event Model: Before considering complex event models, a simple scheme should be
tested first. Thus, we define an event as something (e.g., a disaster), which happened
in a certain place, and at a certain time. Thus, an event E is a tuple <T, L, D>. The
three parts reflect what, where, and when. Thus, T is the topic of the event, L is its
location, and D is its date. These are explained below in more detail.
Topic: Using a set of seed URLs, we create an event vocabulary (a set of unique
keywords that appear frequently in the webpages associated with those seeds). We
represent an event with a reference vector created by taking the top keywords from
the event vocabulary.
Date: The event date is given by a user or is extracted automatically from the set of
seed webpages. The event date represents the starting date when the event first
occurred. The event also could have an ending date, or even a set of periods in time.
Location: A small set of location entities is likely to appear frequently in most of the
seed webpages, representing places related to the event. These location entities are
extracted (as described next) from seed webpages’ texts; we perform a frequency
analysis to help find the most important location entities mentioned in the seed
webpages.
For example, we model the shooting that happened in San Bernardino, California on
December 2, 2015 as follows:
Topic: shooting, shooter, …
Location: San Bernardino, California
Date: 12/02/2015
Similarly, we model the attack that happened in Brussels, Belgium on March 22,
2016 as follows:
Topic: terror, attack, explosion, …
Location: Brussels, Belgium
Date: 3/22/2016
Our event model (combining topic, location, and date) can default to the topic-only
model in case of Ebola by ignoring the date and location part (by setting the weights
of the location and date parts to zero). We note that this would be the case also
regarding the Zika virus disease outbreak. We can add a part in our system that if
the event type is disease outbreak (manually entered by the user), the system
automatically defaults to the topic-only model. Alternatively, other defaults, like
giving a small weight to the location and/or the date part, could be instituted.
Thus, our system is flexible, and can be used in cases where it is difficult to
determine, for a given event, which model is more efficient. But if the event is a
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news/world event which is physically localized (has a clear center) and temporally
limited (with an impulse in number of articles published in a relatively short period)
then we believe our event model (combining topic, location, and date) should
perform more efficiently than the topic-only model. Thus, if a user is interested in
the outburst of Zika/Ebola disease in a certain place and at certain time, then our
event model (combining topic, location, and date) should perform better than the
topic-only model.
Figure 6 shows the steps of building an event model from seed webpages. We start
the process of building an event model by downloading the webpages
corresponding to the seed URLs. We then extract dates from the seed URLs and the
seed webpages. To do this, we first try to extract the publication date from the seed
URLs using a pre-defined regular expression. If that fails, we extract the publication
date by parsing a pre-defined set of tags from the HTML of the webpages.

Figure 6 Steps of building event model from seed webpages
For the date extraction, we have used a library1 for extracting publishing date of a
webpage using heuristics. The first step is to extract the publishing date from the
URL using regular expressions, if applicable. For example, the URL
http://www.cnn.com/2016/07/10/us/black-lives-matter-protests/index.html has
a publishing date of July 10, 2016. If the URL doesn’t contain date information, then
the next step is to look for specific tags in the header portion of the corresponding
webpage HTML tags. An example tag that contains publishing date looks like:

1

https://github.com/Webhose/article-date-extractor
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<meta name="pubdate" content="2015-11-26T07:11:02Z" >
This appears in the head tag of the HTML content of a webpage. There are multiple
meta tags that might contain publishing date; hence the library has an extensive list
of possible meta tags that are frequently used in different websites. The final step is
to check in the body of the webpage, if no publishing date is found in the head tag.
As before, a list of frequently used body tags is used to guide finding the publishing
date. An example of such a tag containing publishing date is:
<p class=”pubdate”> Sept 3, 2011 </p>
If there are multiple dates found in the webpage, the library returns the first one
only. The library tries to extract the publishing date from the URL, then from the
head tag of the HTML, and then from the body tag of the HTML. The order is
important because it follows the accuracy of the extracted date where date
extracted from URL is expected to be more accurate than from the head than from
the body.
An extra step that could be done is to use natural language processing techniques to
extract named entities (dates) from the textual content of the webpage. Using
extracted named entities dates, we can figure out the publishing date of the
webpage. However, we have not used this approach, because with the library we
used we managed to extract publishing dates from most of the webpages and
because of the overhead of calling and using the named entity recognizer.
For the event model locations vector, we segment the text of the webpages of the
seed URLs into sentences and apply the Stanford Named Entity Recognizer (SNER)2
on each sentence to extract location entities. We then perform frequency analysis on
the extracted location entities and construct the locations vector. It includes the
unique locations extracted, along with their frequency of occurrence in all sentences
in all seed webpages (i.e., the weight of each location is the cumulative frequency in
all seed webpages).
The resulting locations vector will include the locations frequently mentioned in the
set of webpages corresponding to the seed URLs, which should be the location of the
event of interest, assuming the seed webpages are relevant and of high quality (with
regard to containing enough information about the different event aspects, namely
topic, location, and date). The SNER could extract location entities not related to the
event from some of the seed webpages, as a webpage may include references to
2

http://nlp.stanford.edu/software/CRF-NER.shtml
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multiple locations. This should not affect the model, however, as the frequency of
those location entities should be very small (since they typically appear in few of the
seed webpages). On the other hand, if the event occurs in multiple locations, a
suitable list of locations should be found through the above mentioned processing of
seed webpages (i.e., the seed webpages should cover the different locations of the
event and not be concentrated on one location only).
For the topic vector, we perform the same processing as for the baseline VSM. We
tokenize the text of the webpages of the seed URLs into words, remove stop words,
stem words, perform frequency analysis, and construct the topic vector as the set of
unique terms along with their frequency of occurrence.

4.2 Event Processing
4.2.1 Event Model-based Webpage Scoring
In this section, we show how the event focused crawler uses the event model to
calculate a score for each webpage it visits and for the URLs extracted from that
webpage.
Focused crawlers assign each downloaded webpage a score, which estimates the
relevance of the webpage. In the case of events, event aspects are considered during
the relevance estimation process. Thus we score the relevance of the webpage with
respect to each aspect of the event, and then combine that information to compute a
final score.
According to our event model, there are three attributes which together fully
describe an event. A webpage can have some or all of the attributes of an event. A
webpage is considered relevant (i.e., talks about the target event) if it satisfies the
following conditions:
• It has a non-empty subset of the keywords that represent the topic attribute
of the target event (i.e., is topically relevant).
• Its publication date is close to the event date.
• It has a non-empty subset of the keywords of the location attribute of the
target event (i.e., the location entities extracted from the webpage are similar
to event location entities).
A webpage that satisfies these conditions should be considered relevant and will be
added to the output collection.
The event focused crawler first takes the following steps with regard to a webpage:
1. Extract the text of the webpage.
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2. Extract the publication date of the webpage.
3. Extract location entities from the text of the webpage using Named Entity
Recognition (NER).
We have developed a function to measure the similarity between the target event
model and the webpage model. The similarity function produces a score that
estimates the relevance of the webpage to the target event.
Given a target event model and a webpage event model:

e1= (T1, L1, D1) and e2= (T2, L2, D2), where
T1 is the event topic reference vector,
L1 is the list of location entities extracted from seed webpages using NER,
D1 is the event date,
T2 is the bag-of-words vector representation of the webpage text,
L2 is the list of location entities extracted from the webpage text using NER,
D2 is the publication date of the webpage,
e1 is the target event model, and
e2 is the webpage event model.
The similarity function sim(e1, e2) is defined as:
!"# $% , $' = * × !,-.$ /% , /' + 1 × !,-.$ 2% , 2' + , × !,-.$(4% , 4' )
where
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i.e., the cosine similarity between the T1 and T2 vectors, and w(ti) is the weight of
term t in document i, and
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i.e., the cosine similarity between the L1 and L2 vectors, and w(ti) is the weight of
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(4),

where num_days is the number of days in a year. This parameter can be configured
according to the event characteristics. If the two dates are more than the value of
this parameter, the score will be zero.
The final score of the webpage is calculated by using a weighted average of the
scores of the topic, location, and date vectors, where constants a, b, and c are the
weights of the topic, location, and date scores, respectively. These add to one:
a + b + c = 1.
4.2.2 Calculating The Weights
The weights a, b, and c could be set manually by an expert who would take into
consideration the type of the event (shooting, hurricane, bombing, earthquake, etc.)
and the characteristics of the event (time duration and location area, e.g., specific
location and point in time for a “sharp” event, versus multiple locations and long
time periods for complex events).
To automatically calculate the weights, we use each aspect of the event model (topic,
location, and date) separately to score a sample of labeled webpages. We evaluate
each aspect’s performance against different threshold values, and we choose the
threshold value that produces the best classification performance according to a
given evaluation metric.
In particular, we used the F1-score as the classification evaluation metric. F1-score
is an information retrieval metric that calculates the geometric mean of the
precision and recall [88]. We also used the F1-score to assign the weight of each
aspect of the event model (topic, location, and date), which indicates the importance
of that aspect in calculating the final score. We calculate the weight as the ratio of
the aspect’s F1-score to the sum of the F1-scores of all aspects. Figure 7 shows the
steps for calculating the score of a webpage.
For example, assume we have 100 webpages, 50 relevant and 50 non-relevant,
relative to a specific event (e.g., Orlando shooting). Assume also that we have the
target event model (which could be extracted from another set of relevant
webpages or entered manually by the user). For each of the 100 webpages, we
extract the topic vector, locations vector, and publication date. Then we calculate
three scores (topic score, location score, and date score) for each webpage using
equations 1, 2, and 3, respectively. After this process we end up with a matrix of 100
rows (webpages) and 3 columns (topic score, location score, and date score). Next,
we use each of the scores (topic, location, and date) separately to predict a label
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(relevant or non-relevant) for each webpage. We produce the label by comparing
the score to a threshold value (call it K); we generate “relevant” if the score is larger
than the threshold and “non-relevant” if it is smaller.

Figure 7 The steps for calculating the score of a webpage
After this process we end up with a matrix of 100 rows (webpages) and 3 columns
(label based on topic score, label based on location score, and label based on date
score). Then we evaluate the effectiveness of each aspect of the event (topic,
location, and date) by comparing the actual labels and predicted labels for each of
the three aspects (topic, location, and date). We use the F1-score as the metric for
evaluation. Here we end up with 3 F1-scores (one for each of the topic, location, and
date) for the threshold value K. We repeat the previous process for different values
(n values) of the threshold parameter. Then we end up with a matrix of n rows
(different values of the threshold) and 3 columns (topic, location, and date). Finally,
we choose the max F1-score for each aspect (topic, location, and date). The weight
of each aspect will be the ratio of its F1-score to the sum of three aspects’ F1-scores.
In this manner, the weight of each aspect corresponds to how much it contributes to
the overall performance.
The weights of each aspect of the event model (topic, location, and date) are learnt
before the crawling time by applying the previous procedure on a given set of URLs
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and webpages that are labeled as relevant or non-relevant. The weights learnt are
used during crawling and are not modified.
4.2.3 Event Model-based URL Scoring
A similar procedure is implemented for estimating a score for each URL extracted
from the webpage. A URL is converted into tokens by removing non-alphabetic
characters (like ‘/’, ‘#’,’?’) and also removing URL-specific keywords (like ‘http’,
‘com’, ’www’). URL tokens are combined with tokens from associated anchor texts.
The resulting tokens are then converted to a bag-of-words based vector
representation. We extract the location entities from URL anchor text using SNER
and extract the publication date from the URL using regular expressions3 (if
applicable).

Figure 8 An example webpage with a relevant URL anchor text highlighted
Figure 8 shows an example webpage about the Brussels attack event with a relevant
URL highlighted. The anchor text of the URL is: “Paris and Brussels terror suspect to
face charges in France”. The address that the URL points to is:
3

https://github.com/Webhose/article-date-extractor
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https://www.theguardian.com/world/2016/jun/09/mohamed-abrini-parisbrussels-terror-suspect-france-man-in-the-hat. We can see that the URL’s address
contains the publication date of the corresponding webpage (June 9, 2016). The URL
vector after tokenization, stop word removal, and stemming would be: [‘the
guardian’, ‘world’, ’2016’, ’jun’, ’mohamed’, ’abrini’, ’paris’, ’brussels’, ’terror’,
’suspect’, ’france’, ‘man’, ’hat’, ’charges’]. We note here that SNER will capture the
location entities from the URL’s anchor text only, not the URL address, because the
SNER tokenizes its input to sentences and tries to extract entities from these
sentences; this can be done for the anchor text (which includes meaningful text) but
not for the URL (since URL tokens don’t form meaningful sentences).
If the seed URLs are from one domain (e.g., www.theguardian.com), this may affect
the quality of information extracted to build our event model. The coverage from a
single domain could be biased or limited in scope, while that is less likely if there are
multiple domains. The seed URLs should be from different domains, which will
ensure that all required information is present in the event model and thus there is
no bias toward a particular domain website. As a summary, Figure 9 shows the
steps for calculating the score of a URL.

Figure 9 The steps for calculating the score of a URL
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In this chapter, we have addressed hypothesis 1.1 and research questions 1 and 2,
namely “How to model and represent an event?” and “How to compare two event
representations?”. We explained our event model and representation, and how the
event focused crawler can use it to estimate the relevance of the URLs and
webpages it visits.
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5 Experimental Setup

In this chapter we describe the datasets used for our experiments, the different
experiments performed, and the evaluation metrics.
We performed four series of experiments. The goal of the first series (see results in
Section 6.1) was to validate that our event model can effectively classify webpages
as relevant or non-relevant to the event of interest. We compared our approach
against the baseline, i.e., using the traditional vector space model (VSM) topic-only
approach.
In the second series of experiments (see results in Section 6.2), we aimed to validate
that the event model can effectively estimate the scores of the URLs and webpages it
visits and consequently guide the crawling process to webpages relevant to the
event of interest.
In the third experiment (see results in Section 7.1), we evaluated the effectiveness of
our proposed webpage source importance model for collecting more relevant
webpages.
In the fourth experiment (see results in Section 7.2), we evaluated the effectiveness
of curating seed URLs from social media content (tweets) using different methods of
selection.

5.1 Datasets
For the first series of experiments, about classification, we devised two datasets: 1)
a set of relevant webpages for the training/learning model phase, and 2) a set of
relevant and non-relevant webpages for the testing (classification) phase. First, we
need a set of relevant webpages that the two models (our event-based model and
the topic-only model) will use to learn/build their model in the training phase.
Accordingly, we manually curated a set of 38 URLs and fetched their corresponding
webpages.
For the classification phase, there was no existing dataset (labeled relevant and nonrelevant samples) about that shooting event. We decided to build our own ground
truth dataset of 1000 URLs and webpages. We could have manually labeled a set of
1000 URLs and webpages, but (to save time and effort) we used a keyword-based
crawler to fetch 1000 webpages using the set of 38 URLs (used in the training
phase) as seeds. We used the two words “California” and “shooting” as keywords for
the crawler. After the crawler finished crawling, we manually labeled the resulting
webpages into two classes (relevant and non-relevant). There were 725 webpages
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labeled as relevant and 275 labeled as non-relevant. We followed the procedure
described in Section 4.3 for calculating the weights and performing the evaluation.
The manually labeled set of URLs and webpages are given as input to both models
and the resulting calculated scores and given threshold parameter are used to
produce the predicted labels. The predicted labels are then compared to the labels
determined manually, to produce the evaluation results.
After completing the first series of experiments, for the focused crawling
experiments, we considered a set of recent events. Table 2 shows the list of events
used in our crawling experiments. For each event we summarize the type of the
event, the location and date of the event, and finally how many URLs were extracted
from the corresponding tweet collection and were used as seed URLs for crawling.
The number of seed URLs varies across the events because they were extracted
from the event’s corresponding tweet collections. The number of desired webpages
was set to 50,000 for events with less than 10,000 seed URLs and 100,000 for events
with more than 10,000 seed URLs, except for Egyptair plane crash event where the
number of desired webpages was set to 10,000 URLs only and Paris attack event
where the number of desired webpages was set to 500,000. For the classification
experiments, however, it seemed sufficient to just consider the California shooting.
Table 2 List of events used in the large-scale crawling experiments
Event

Type

Location

California
Shooting

Shooting

Brussels
Attack
Oregon
Shooting
Egyptair
Plane Crash

Terrorist
Attack
Shooting

San
Bernardino,
California, USA
Brussels,
Belgium
Roseburg,
Oregon, USA
Mediterranean
Sea,
Alexandria,
Egypt
Panama

Panama
Papers Leak
Orlando
Shooting
Paris Attack
Ecuador
Earthquake

Plane Crash

Document
Leak
Shooting
Terrorist
Attack
Earthquake

Orlando,
Florida, USA
Paris, France
Ecuador
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Date
December
2, 2015
March 22,
2016
October 1,
2015
May 19,
2016

April 3,
2016
June 12,
2016
November
13, 2015
April 16,
2016

# of
# of
Seed
desired
URLs
webpages
4,161
50,000
4,691

50,000

22,354

100,000

1,211

10,000

18,260

100,000

1,988

50,000

88,835

500,000

11,348

100,000

Since the IDEAL project is working with a large amount of event-related data, and
since we wanted our results to be assessed in the context of such types of data, we
had ample opportunity to utilize data from events like those mentioned above.

5.2 Experiments
The goal of the first series was to validate that our event model can effectively
classify webpages with regard to relevance to the event of interest. We compared
the performance, for the task of classification, of the event-model vs. topic-only
model. We used the manually curated seed URLs and the static dataset of 1000
webpages about the California shooting for the evaluation. Both models use cosine
similarity as a scoring function, and produce a score for their input text (URL or
webpage) that estimates the relevance of the input to the given event. We use each
of the models as a classifier, i.e., by comparing the cosine similarity score to a given
threshold parameter. If the cosine similarity score is bigger than the threshold, then
the output label is relevant, but is non-relevant otherwise.
Both models (event-based and topic-only) are trained using a set of URLs (positive
only samples as they don’t require negative samples for training). The topic-only
model uses the set of URLs to build a topic reference vector, while the event-based
model uses the set of URLs to build the event model (topic, location, and date).
The next step is to use the models to classify URLs and webpages. We use the two
models built (event-based model and topic-only model) to classify the manually
labeled URLs and webpages (i.e., our golden standard test set) to determine their
predicted labels. The last step is to compare the predicted labels (from both the
event-based model and the topic-only model) to the actual (manually produced)
labels and evaluate the performance of each of the models.
We evaluated the performance by varying two parameters:
1. k, the number of keywords used in constructing the topic vector in our event
model and the topic reference vector for VSM, and
2. threshold, the value of the threshold used for converting the scores to labels
(relevant if the score is larger than the threshold, otherwise non-relevant).
We also ran the experiments with several variations of our event model. We then
ran the same experiment with the two pairs of feature types: a) combination of the
topic and location only, and b) combination of the topic and date only. Figure 10
shows the design of the experiments for evaluating the effectiveness of classification
using the event model.
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Figure 10 Design of our evaluation method of the effectiveness of the event model
for relevance estimation; the two boxes with an asterisk indicate the two
parameters optimized in the experiment
In the second series of experiments, we aimed to validate that the event model can
effectively estimate the scores of the URLs and webpages to be visited, and
consequently guide the focused crawling process to webpages relevant to the event
of interest. In these experiments we used a set of recent events. In the literature, the
most used dataset for evaluating topical focused crawler is the DMOZ dataset. But
since we are evaluating focused crawlers for events, the DMOZ dataset is not
suitable in our case.
In the crawling experiments, we need a set of relevant URLs for each event that will
be used as seeds for starting the crawling. We manually curated the set of seed
URLs for two events (38 for California shooting and 23 for Brussels attack). These
two sets of manually curated URLs are used for running small-scale crawls only. For
large-scale crawls, we need to start from a larger set of seed URLs, which is very
difficult to build manually.
For the rest of the events, we extracted the set of seed URLs from a corresponding
collection of tweets. The tweet collections were collected using the Twitter
streaming API. Twitter is a rich source of URLs, as most of the tweets posted link to
webpages that contain more detailed information. The number of URLs extracted
depends on how big the event is (high impact events attract more people and
therefore more tweets are posted about the event).
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Figure 11 summarizes the steps for calculating the harvest ratio after the crawling
process finishes. The resulting webpages of each crawl, their calculated scores
(based on each model), and a given threshold are used to produce the predicted
labels and the corresponding harvest ratio.

Figure 11 The design of the experiment for evaluating the effectiveness of event
model with focused crawler to retrieve more relevant webpages

5.3 Evaluation Metrics
We used the precision, recall, and F1-score metrics to evaluate the classification
performance of our event model versus the baseline topic-only approach in the first
series of experiments. The precision, recall, and F1-score are calculated using the
confusion matrix, which contains the number of true positive, true negative, false
negative, and false positive samples (samples here refer to webpages). The true
positive samples are the ones that were predicted relevant and were actually
relevant, while the true negative samples are the ones that were predicted nonrelevant and were actually non-relevant. The false positive samples are the ones
that were predicted relevant and were actually non-relevant, while the false
negative samples are the ones that were predicted non-relevant and were actually
relevant.
The precision is defined as the percentage of retrieved samples that are relevant. It
is calculated as the ratio of true positive to the sum of the true and false positive
samples. The recall is defined as the percentage of relevant samples that are
retrieved. It is calculated as the ratio of the true positive to the sum of the true
positive and false negative samples. The F1-score measure is the geometric mean of
the precision and recall measures. To get a perfect precision we usually must have
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low recall and vice versa (perfect recall comes with low precision), so F1-score is a
way to combine both measures (precision and recall). In other words, if you get a
high value for precision, that doesn’t ensure you have good performance, as you
might have a low value for recall. But if you have a high value for the F1-score, this
means you have a high value for both precision and recall.
For evaluating the performance of the focused crawlers in the second, third, and
fourth series of experiments (i.e., the ability to collect more relevant webpages), we
used the harvest ratio metric [27-29]. The harvest ratio is the percentage of crawled
webpages that are relevant. The harvest ratio measures the ability of the crawler to
find and collect more relevant content than non-relevant ones. If the crawler visits
many non-relevant webpages in order to find relevant ones, then this means the
crawler is using an inefficient method. A highly efficient relevance estimation
method would direct the crawler correctly and ensure it focuses on the relevant part
of the Web only, thus producing a higher harvest ratio. It is worth noting here that
the critical point for relevance judgment is the ability to estimate relevance of both
URLs and webpages. Estimating the relevance of webpages is easier than for URLs
due to the fact that webpages contain richer textual content than URLs. A poor
relevance estimation method would give high scores for non-relevant URLs, which
leads to non-relevant webpages and thus low harvest ratio.
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6 Results
6.1 Event Model-based vs. Topic-Only Classification
In this section, about the first series of experiments, we show the results of
classifying the 1000 webpages about the California shooting using the topic-only
vector space model versus three variants of our event model, namely topic +
location, topic + date, and topic + location + date (our event model).
Using the 38 seed webpages about the California shooting event, we created a
vocabulary of 1365 keywords that appeared on 5 or more webpages. To extract the
most representative keywords (features) from the vocabulary, we sorted the
vocabulary keywords based on their cumulative normalized occurrences in all of the
seed webpages. We chose the top k keywords from the sorted vocabulary. Each seed
webpage is then represented as a vector of the top k keywords and their frequency
of occurrence in the webpage. We created the topic reference vector as the centroid
vector of all seed webpage vectors.
6.1.1 Classifying URLs and webpages about California shooting
The 1000 URLs/webpages dataset about the California shooting consists of URL
addresses and their anchor texts, as well as the corresponding webpages. We ran
experiments to classify URLs and webpages, separately. The URLs and webpages
were manually labeled as to relevant vs. non-relevant. We refer to this dataset as the
labeled dataset. For the topic-only model and our event model, we varied the
parameter k (the number of keywords in the topic vector) from 5 to 1365 words
with increment of 10 and the threshold parameter from 0 to 1 with increment of
0.05.
Table 3 Values of the parameters that produced the best F1-score. K is the size of the
topic vector and threshold is the cutoff value for determining relevant or nonrelevant labels based on the score
URLs
K
Threshold
Topic-only (baseline)
1310
0.25
Topic, Location, and Date (Event model) 1310
0.15

Webpages
K Threshold
10
0.45
10
0.4

As can be seen in Table 3, for the topic-only approach, in the case of URLs, the values
of the parameters k (the number of keywords of topic vector) and threshold that gave
the best F1 score on the labeled dataset were 1310 and 0.25, respectively. In the
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case of webpages, they were 10 and 0.45, respectively. The weights of topic, date,
and location parts were 0.36, 0.22, and 0.42, respectively. The weights were
calculated using equations 1-4 as described in Section 4.2.2.
For the event model approach, in the case of URLs, the values of the parameters k
(number of keywords of topic vector) and threshold that gave the best F1 score on the
labeled data were 1310 and 0.15, respectively. In the case of webpages, they were
10 and 0.4, respectively. The weights of topic, date, and location parts were 0.3,
0.355, and 0.345, respectively. Table 3 summarizes the parameter values for all
settings.
To examine the effect of the date and location separately, we ran our evaluation
using topic + location and topic + date. For topic + location, the best threshold value
was 0.2 and the weights of topic and location parts were 0.64 and 0.36, respectively.
For topic + date, the best threshold value was 0.2 and the weights of topic and
location parts were 0.47 and 0.53, respectively. Tables 4 and 5 show the precision,
recall, and F1 score for the four experimental settings (topic-only, topic + location,
topic + date, and our event model, with topic, location, and date) using the best
values for the parameters for both the URL and webpage classification tasks (as
shown in Table 3).
Table 4 Precision, Recall, and F1 score for the four combinations of Topic, Location,
Date evaluated on the manually labeled TRAINING URLs dataset for California
shooting event
Topic
Topic + Date
Topic + Location
Topic + Location + Date

Precision
0.728
0.852
0.764
0.863

Recall
0.723
0.855
0.73
0.867

F1-score
0.725
0.853
0.74
0.862

Achieving higher F1-score means better classification performance (i.e., better
ability to identify and differentiate between relevant and non-relevant webpages).
The results show that adding date and/or location information to the topic enhances
the performance. Our event model (combining topic, location, and date) achieves the
best performance (highest F1-score). The topic-only model performed worst
(lowest F1-score). Our examination of the data confirmed that the topic-only model
did not differentiate well between webpages talking about different shooting events
and our event (California shooting), as all are topically related (shooting). On the
other hand, the topic + date model performed better than topic-only, because it
managed to use the publishing time of the webpages to filter out webpages talking
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about shooting events that happened before the California shooting event. The topic
+ location model performed better than the topic-only model because it filtered out
webpages talking about shooting events that happened at other locations than
California.
Table 5 Precision, Recall, and F1 score for the four combinations of Topic, Location,
and Date evaluated on the manually labeled TRAINING webpages dataset for
California shooting event
Precision Recall
F1-score
Topic
0.738
0.734
0.736
Topic + Date
0.842
0.846
0.843
Topic + Location
0.856
0.859
0.857
Topic + Location + Date 0.88
0.884
0.881
We also examined the performance of our event model (combining topic, location,
and date) versus the topic-only approach across the different values of the threshold
variables and the best value for the k parameter. We plotted the precision-recall
curves for the different values of the threshold parameter. Figure 12 and Figure 13
show the curves for the four different settings. The figures confirm the results
described above: adding location and/or date information enhances the
performance of classification. It is also shown that the effect of adding date
information is much stronger than adding location information, in the case of URLs.
We investigated this behavior and found that most of the URLs in our labeled data
include date information that can be extracted easily. There was less location
information in the URLs compared to date information. Further, some of the location
information was not in a standard format as expected by SNER (which assumes
location information exists as part of a valid sentence; see Section 4.2.3).
We have used the manually curated seed URLs for learning our event model and the
baseline topic-only model. Both models have two parameters: K (number of
features, i.e., words, in the topic vector) and threshold (value for determining the
labels: relevant or non-relevant). We tuned the values of the two parameters and
reported the best values of those parameters (see Table 3) and the performance of
the two models (using the best value of the two parameters; see Tables 4 and 5) on
the manually labeled training dataset.
Finally, we tested the performance of the two models on the manually labeled test
dataset (since the two models haven’t seen the webpages in this dataset) to see how
well the two models will generalize to unseen webpages. Table 6 shows the
performance of the baseline topic-only model, our event model (topic + location +
date), and two variants of our event model (topic + location and topic + date). Our
event model outperforms the baseline topic-only model by achieving an F1-score of
0.894 compared to 0.688 for the baseline topic-only model. Also, adding the date or
location information achieves better performance than the baseline topic-only
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model. Adding the location information is more effective than adding the date
information. This can be attributed to the richness of location information in the
webpages compared to the existence of publication date in webpages.
Table 6 Precision, Recall, and F1 score for the four combinations of Topic, Location,
and Date evaluated on the manually labeled TEST webpages dataset for California
shooting event
Topic
Topic + Date
Topic + Location
Topic + Location + Date

Precision
0.695
0.779
0.858
0.899

Recall
0.706
0.783
0.86
0.896

F1-score
0.688
0.776
0.858
0.894

Figure 12 California shooting URLs evaluation at different threshold values
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Figure 13 California shooting webpages evaluation at different threshold values
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6.2 Event Model-based vs. Topic-only Focused Crawler
In this section, about the second series of experiments, we report the effect of using
the event model with the focused crawler.
6.2.1 California Shooting
In this experiment we used the 38 URLs manually curated (see Section 5.2) as seeds
for the two focused crawlers (our event model-based and the topic-only baseline).
The event model built from the seeds is illustrated in Table 7. The first row in the
table gives the topic vector keywords and their normalized cumulative term
frequencies in all of the seed webpages. The same is done for the location and date.
We ran the two focused crawlers to collect 1000 webpages. We plot the percentage
of crawled webpages that are relevant (harvest ratio) at different stages of the
crawl, i.e., for the first 100, 200, 300, … crawled webpages. Figure 14 shows the
performance of the two crawlers in the small-scale setting (1000 webpages only are
crawled) during the different stages of the crawling process. Our event model-based
focused crawler collected more relevant webpages during and at the end of the
crawling process than the baseline topic-only focused crawler. Our event modelbased focused crawler achieved approximately a harvest ratio of 0.85 while the
baseline topic-only focused crawler achieved approximately a harvest ratio of 0.68.
Table 7 California shooting event model

Topic

Location
Date

Keywords
shoot
san
bernardino
said
wa
2015
peopl
california
polic
suspect
San Bernardino
California
Calif.
2015-12-02
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Weight
0.93
0.513
0.465
0.357
0.323
0.321
0.31
0.305
0.258
0.177
1
0.51
0.44

Percentage4of4crawled4webpages4that4are4relevant4
(Harvest4Ratio)

Performance4Evaluation4of4Event4modelHbased4 Focused4 Crawler4vs4Baseline4Focused4
Crawler4for4California4 Shooting4Event
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Figure 14 Performance evaluation of event model-based vs. topic-only focused
crawlers for California shooting
In the large-scale setting, we ran the two crawlers (baseline topic-only crawler, and
our event model-based crawler) for 50K webpages. The two crawlers started from a
set of ~ 4000 seed URLs. Figure 15 shows the performance of the two crawlers
during the different stages of the crawling process. Our event model-based focused
crawler outperformed the baseline topic-only focused crawler and achieved higher
harvest ratio during and at the end of the crawling process. Our event model-based
crawler achieved a harvest ratio of 0.6 (average) while the baseline topic-only
achieved a harvest ratio of 0.3 (average).
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Figure 15 Large scale performance evaluation of event model-based vs. topic-only
focused crawlers for California shooting (50K webpages)
6.2.2 Brussels Attack
In this experiment we used the 23 URLs manually curated (see Section 5.2) as seeds
for the two focused crawlers (our event model-based and the topic-only baseline).
The event model built from the seeds is illustrated in Table 8. The first row in the
table gives the topic vector keywords and their normalized cumulative term
frequencies in all of the seed webpages. The same is done for the location and date.
We ran the two focused crawlers to collect 1000 webpages. We plot the percentage
of crawled webpages that are relevant (harvest ratio) at different stages of the
crawl, i.e., for the first 100, 200, 300, … crawled webpages. Figure 16 shows the
performance of the two crawlers during the different stages of the crawling process.
Our event model-based focused crawler collected more relevant webpages during
the crawling process than the topic-only baseline focused crawler in the small-scale
setting (1000 webpages only).
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Table 8 Brussels attack event model

Topic

Location
Date

Keywords
brussel
attack
airport
explos
wa
peopl
station
belgium
metro
terror
Brussels
Belgium
Brussels Airport
Zaventem
Paris
2016-03-22

Weight
0.881
0.541
0.539
0.381
0.31
0.273
0.254
0.242
0.197
0.159
1
0.37
0.174
0.174
0.123

Percentage4of4crawled4webpage4that4are4relevant4
(Harvest4Ratio)
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Figure 16 Performance evaluation of event model-based focused crawler for
Brussels attack
In the large-scale setting, we ran the two crawlers (baseline topic-only crawler, and
our event model-based crawler) to collect 50K webpages. The two crawlers started
from a set of ~ 4000 seed URLs. Figure 17 shows the performance of the two
crawlers during the different stages of the crawling process. Our event model-based
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focused crawler outperformed the baseline topic-only focused crawler and achieved
higher harvest ratio during and at the end of the crawling process. Our event modelbased crawler achieved a harvest ratio of 0.7 while the baseline topic-only achieved
a harvest ratio of 0.5.

Figure 17 Large scale performance evaluation of event model-based vs. topic-only
focused crawlers for Brussels attack (50K webpages)
In the previous two experiments (California shooting and Brussels attack), we
performed small-scale and large-scale crawls. The reason for the small-scale
experiments was to prove the point that the event model efficiently guided the
focused crawler to focus on the relevant part of the Web, and the crawler as a result
retrieved more relevant webpages than the topic-only baseline focused crawler. The
purpose of the large-scale experiments is to show that the performance of our event
model-based focused crawler remains better than the topic-only baseline focused
crawler even for large numbers of webpages, i.e., is scalable.
In the remaining experiments (other events), we ran only the large-scale crawling
experiments. We already showed the effectiveness of our approach in the smallscale experiments and we need to validate that the same performance persists at
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large scale. We didn’t manually prepare sets of seed URLs for the remaining events;
we extracted them from the tweet collections for each event.
6.2.3 Oregon shooting
We ran the two crawlers (baseline topic-only crawler, and our event model-based
crawler) to collect 100K webpages. The two crawlers started from a set of ~ 22K
seed URLs. Our event model-based focused crawler outperformed the baseline
topic-only focused crawler and achieved higher harvest ratio during and at the end
of the crawling process. Our event model-based crawler achieved a harvest ratio of
0.6 (average) while the baseline topic-only achieved a harvest ratio of 0.25
(average). Figure 18 shows the performance of the two crawlers during the different
stages of the crawling process.

Figure 18 Large scale performance evaluation of event model-based vs. topic-only
focused crawlers for Oregon shooting (100K webpages)
In this experiment, we had a higher number of seed URLs than in the previous two
experiments (22K compared to 4K). We did not control the number of seed URLs.
We extracted and filtered the seed URLs from the event’s tweet collection. The
number of seed URLs depends on the size of the corresponding tweet collection,
which depends on the impact/coverage and size of the event (big or small). Events
with big impact will lead to large tweet collections and therefore more URLs
extracted. The definition of impact here in our context is related to coverage. The
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Oregon shooting event’s tweet collection had more tweets than the previous two
events and therefore there were more URLs extracted than the previous two events.
Having more starting URLs means we have more access/pointers to the relevant
part of the Web graph, so we ran the experiments for 100K webpages rather than
50K (like in the first two experiments).
6.2.4 Egyptair plane crash
We ran the two crawlers (baseline topic-only crawler, and our event model-based
crawler) to collect 10K webpages. The two crawlers started from a set of ~ 1100
seed URLs. Our event model-based focused crawler outperformed the baseline
topic-only focused crawler and achieved higher harvest ratio during and at the end
of the crawling process. Our event model-based crawler achieved a harvest ratio of
0.5 while the baseline topic-only achieved a harvest ratio of 0.4. Figure 19 shows the
performance of the two crawlers during the different stages of the crawling process.

Figure 19 Large scale performance evaluation of event model-based vs. topic-only
focused crawlers for Egyptair plane crash (10K webpages)
An event of big impact could have small size tweet collection (as the case for this
event) because there was not enough coverage for the event on Twitter, or the event
didn’t attract much attention from Twitter users. Another possible reason is there
were other more attracting/trending topics that attracted/drew attention away
from that event.
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6.2.5 Panama papers
We ran the two crawlers (baseline topic-only crawler, and our event model-based
crawler) to collect 100K webpages. The two crawlers started from a set of ~ 18K
seed URLs. Our event model-based focused crawler outperformed the baseline
topic-only focused crawler and achieved higher harvest ratio during and at the end
of the crawling process. Our event model-based crawler achieved a harvest ratio of
0.6 while the baseline topic-only achieved a harvest ratio of 0.4. Figure 20 shows the
performance of the two crawlers during the different stages of the crawling process.

Figure 20 Large scale performance evaluation of event model-based vs. topic-only
focused crawlers for Panama Papers (100K webpages)
6.2.6 Orlando shooting
We ran the two crawlers (baseline topic-only crawler, and our event model-based
crawler) to collect 50K webpages. The two crawlers started from a set of ~ 2000
seed URLs. Our event model-based focused crawler outperformed the baseline
topic-only focused crawler and achieved higher harvest ratio during and at the end
of the crawling process. Our event model-based crawler achieved a harvest ratio of
0.7 while the baseline topic-only achieved a harvest ratio of 0.4. Figure 21 shows the
performance of the two crawlers during the different stages of the crawling process.
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Figure 21 Large scale performance evaluation of event model-based vs. topic-only
focused crawlers for Orlando shooting (50K webpages)
6.2.7 Paris attacks
We ran the two crawlers (baseline topic-only crawler, and our event model-based
crawler) to collect 500K webpages. The two crawlers started from a set of ~ 88K
seed URLs. Our event model-based focused crawler outperformed the baseline
topic-only focused crawler and achieved higher harvest ratio during and at the end
of the crawling process. Our event model-based crawler achieved a harvest ratio of
0.25 while the baseline topic-only achieved a harvest ratio of 0.18. Figure 22 shows
the performance of the two crawlers during the different stages of the crawling
process.
The Paris attack event was a big event with huge impact locally in France and
internationally. We kept collecting tweets since the start of the event and for several
days after the event, which is not the case for the other events. Usually the tweet
collecting process stops on the same day or one/two days after the event. The
stopping point depends on the time Twitter users stop posting about the event,
which typically peaks on the day of the event and decreases after that.
We note here that this experiment (and all our experiments) started from the
English seed URLs only (the same applies during the crawling process; we are
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working on the English language only). We excluded all tweets not in English. Even
when limiting to English only tweets, we still had around 88K seed URLs to start
from.
The performance of the two crawlers degraded at the end of the crawl as expected,
because (as known in the topical crawler literature [17, 26, 28, 40, 41, 46, 47, 65, 66,
74, 75, 81, 83, 89, 90]) as we get far from the seed URLs, we find fewer relevant
webpages. The relevant content is concentrated around the seed URLs, so the
further away we go from the seed URLs, the greater the chance that we hit nonrelevant content.

Figure 22 Large scale performance evaluation of event model-based vs. topic-only
focused crawlers for Paris attack (500K webpages)
6.2.8 Ecuador earthquake
We ran the two crawlers (baseline topic-only crawler, and our event model-based
crawler) to collect 100K webpages. The two crawlers started from a set of ~ 11K
seed URLs. Our event model-based focused crawler outperformed the baseline
topic-only focused crawler and achieved a higher harvest ratio during and at the end
of the crawling process. Our event model-based crawler achieved a harvest ratio of
0.75 while the baseline topic-only achieved a harvest ratio of 0.4. Figure 23 shows
the performance of the two crawlers during the different stages of the crawling
process.
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Figure 23 Large scale performance evaluation of event model-based vs. topic-only
focused crawlers for Ecuador earthquake (100K webpages)
In this chapter we addressed research question 3, which is the effect of using our
event model on the performance of the focused crawler. We showed that using the
event model with focused crawling leads to achieving a higher harvest ratio, thus
collecting more of the relevant webpages than the traditional focused crawler. The
better performance was shown in small and large-scale crawls.
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7 Webpage Source Importance and Social media-based Seed
Selection
So far we have exploited content-based features for finding relevant webpages. In
this section, we explore two other parameters that affect the ability of the focused
crawler to find more relevant webpages: webpage source importance and seed
URLs.

7.1 Webpage Source Importance
A webpage source is the website the webpage belongs to, for example, the webpage
with the URL http://www.cnn.com/2014/04/18/world/asia/malaysia-airlinesplane/index.html belongs to the source website http://www.cnn.com. The
importance of a webpage source will be determined based on the number of
relevant webpages that belong to the webpage source. This heuristic exhibits two
characteristics that should ensure a good estimate of the webpage source
importance:
1) Follows the likelihood properties of the data,
2) Changes dynamically with new data observed during crawling.
The first characteristic ensures that the measure we are using is realistic and
describes the actual data being collected. The second characteristic shows how the
measure adapts to changes in the data being observed, and also follows changes in
the content being published on the WWW.
There are several reasons for choosing our method of estimating source importance
and not considering PageRank and Hub and Authority [42, 43, 77, 78] methods (as
an example of source popularity measures):
1- Dynamic vs. static (fixed), PageRank, hub and authority, and out-degree
measures are all static or fixed measures. They need to be calculated offline
(i.e., require the whole dataset or part of it to calculate the values and then
are used after that during crawling). This is similar to online and offline
learning methods. Offline methods use the training data to build the model
and then use it. Online methods don’t use/require training data; they learn
the model and use it online/during crawling. So, the model is updated during
crawling.
2- PageRank and hub and authority methods are time consuming and
computationally intensive, so it will be time consuming to adapt them for an
online version.
3- PageRank and hub and authority are methods for measuring popularity and
quality of webpages. We can imagine that using them for estimating the
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importance of a source with respect to a specific event is like using general
Web crawlers for crawling webpages about a specific event. We expect that
such popularity measures are too general to be considered a measure for
source importance. For example, an unpopular website (source) could be
very relevant to an event, due to its content or having links to other relevant
webpages about the event. Also using topic-oriented PageRank and hub and
authority methods is like using topical crawlers for crawling about events,
which is not efficient; that is a key point of this dissertation.
So we need a dynamic, simply calculated, and event-specific method for estimating
the likelihood of finding a new relevant webpage from a source by using the
likelihood of the source in the currently crawled webpages or the discovered but not
yet visited URLs in the frontier.
This is similar to a graph-based algorithm which learns from different paths in the
graph whether a certain path will lead to relevant webpages even if we encounter
non-relevant ones in the middle. Thus, if a webpage is not relevant but its source has
high probability of having event-relevant webpages then there is a high probability
that the current low-score (non-relevant) webpage will link to a relevant webpage.
This approach acts like a greedy algorithm where the crawler will crawl more from
the source with the highest importance. The crawler will keep crawling relevant
webpage from the most important source until it no longer finds relevant webpages,
and switches to utilize another important source.
We could experiment with several candidate methods for estimating source
importance, using the information about currently crawled webpages, like the ones
in [1], namely (the following list is taken from the paper in [33] with changes):
a. Negative Absolute Bad function, where the score of a source is the
negative number of already crawled non-relevant webpages;
b. Best Score function, where the score of a source is the maximal score
of one of the discovered but not yet visited URLs that belongs to the
source;
c. Success Rate function, where the score of a source is the ratio
between the number of relevant webpages crawled and the nonrelevant; the ratio is initialized with prior parameters α and β which
we set to 1:
score(source) = (# relevant(source) + α) / (# non-relevant(source) +
β);
d. Thompson Sampling function, where the score of a source is a random
number, drawn from a beta-distribution with prior parameters α and
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β; in this case we take as the score the random value:
score(source) =Beta (# relevant(source) + α, # non-relevant(source)+
β); we initialized the priors α and β with 1;
e. Absolute Good * Best Score function, where the score of a source is the
product of the absolute number of already crawled relevant webpages
and the best score function described in (b);
f. Thompson Sampling * Best Score function, where the score of a source
is the product of the Thompson sampling function (d) and the best
score function (b); and
g. Success Rate * Best Score function, where the score of a source is the
product of the success rate function(c) and the best score function (b).
The results shown in [33] indicate that the success rate function (c) is the best
scoring function with regard to crawling the largest number of relevant webpages
(i.e., the highest harvest ratio). Thus we chose to use the success rate function as our
method for estimating webpage source importance.
We ran an experiment with the event model-based focused crawler and source
importance. We combined the webpage source importance score with the event
model-based relevance score to produce the final score of URLs. One possible
method of combination is multiplying both scores together, so URLs with high
webpage importance score and high relevance scores will get a higher final score.
We note here that the webpage importance score is calculated during the crawling
process and is not a fixed value, but rather a dynamic value that changes during the
crawling process. At the beginning of the crawl, all sources have the same initial
importance score. When a new webpage is retrieved and found relevant, then the
corresponding webpage source importance score is updated. In this way the more
we find relevant webpages from a source, the more the importance score of this
source increases.
Figure 24 shows the performance of event model-based focused crawling with and
without source importance for Brussels attack event. We notice from Figure 24 that
both crawlers achieve almost the same performance, with the crawler with source
importance struggling in the first half because of the dynamic value of the source
importance. We further examined the results of the two crawlers and found that the
collection produced from the crawler with source importance had only 21 unique
websites (webpages sources) while the crawler with no source importance had 81
unique websites. The crawler with source importance succeeded in collecting the
same number of relevant webpages as the crawler with no source importance, but
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from far fewer websites. We ran the experiment also on 3 more events: California
shooting (see Figure 25), Ecuador earthquake (see Figure 26), and Orlando shooting
(seed Figure 27).
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Figure 24 Effect of source importance on event focused crawling for Brussels attack
event
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Figure 25 Effect of source importance on event focused crawling for California
shooting event
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Effect4of4source4importance4on4event4focused4crawling4for4Ecuador4earthquake4
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Figure 26 Effect of source importance on event focused crawling for Ecuador
earthquake event
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Figure 27 Effect of source importance on event focused crawling for Orlando
shooting event
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We can see from the results in Figures 24-27, that adding webpage source
importance to event model-based focused crawling enhances the performance and
achieves a better harvest ratio. The event model-based focused crawler with source
importance struggles in the beginning of the crawl and then manages to enhance the
performance at the end of the crawl. The reason for the bad performance in the
beginning is that the focused crawler is trying to find the good sources; once it
settles on good ones it exploits their importance to reach more relevant webpages.
In this section we covered research questions 4 and 5, which address how to model
webpage source importance and how to integrate them with event model-based
focused crawlers. We showed that using webpage source importance helps the
focused crawler collect relevant webpages while focusing on important sources.
Regarding hypothesis 2, First, we have shown that if we know the bias of different
websites according to some criteria, we can include other websites in order to
reduce bias. Second, our experimental results show that integrating event
information and source importance leads to improved estimates of relevance.
Additional demonstrations of these capabilities are given in the following
subsections.

7.2 Seed URLs for crawling
The factors that affect any crawling experiments are the number of desired
webpages to be crawled and the number of seed URLs fed to the focused crawler.
Successfully collecting the number of desired webpages depends on the quality and
the number of seed URLs we start from. We should start from URLs that will
link/lead to the largest number of relevant webpages.
There are different types of seed URLs. We classify the seed URLs with regard to
relevance and linking as follows: relevant and linking to relevant URLs, relevant and
not linking, non-relevant and linking, non-relevant and not linking. We don’t want
the last type (totally useless URLs). All other types are either good in their own
right, or are pointing to other good URLs. Table 9 summarizes the different types of
seed URLs. We determine whether a URL links to other relevant URLs or not by
downloading the corresponding webpage and extracting the links from the webpage
content. We estimate the relevance of a URL by classifying the URL tokens as
relevant or non-relevant to an event. URL tokens are the set of tokens extracted
from the URL address and the URL anchor text that appears on the parent webpage.
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Table 9 Different types of seed URLs
Linking to relevant
URLs

Not linking to relevant URLs

Relevant

Hub webpage

Dead end, authority webpage

Non- Relevant

Tunneling

Reject; ignore that path

7.3 Semi-automated Social Media-based Seed URL Generation
Social media has proven to be an important and rich asset for collecting webpages
about events. Ensuring full Web archive coverage of an event is not an easy task, for
several reasons. First, events differ in impact and importance. Big events tend to last
for a long time, impact multiple places, and even spark a range of debates about
diverse topics. Second, to build a Web collection that fully covers an event requires
sampling an unbiased set of webpages from the WWW (which is huge,
heterogeneous, and dynamically changing). The size of the WWW makes it difficult
to collect, curate, and sample an unbiased set of webpages using manual techniques.
Fortunately, focused crawlers have been proven effective [2, 26, 46, 66, 74, 75, 89]
in automating and accelerating the process of collecting webpages, starting from a
set of seed URLs. However, the ability of the focused crawler to find relevant and
diverse webpages depends on the quality (content quality and linking structure
quality) and the broad coverage (seed URLs from different webpage sources) of the
seed URLs.
We have been researching building webpage/tweet collections about events. We
identified three main approaches: 1) the Internet Archive’s Archive-It service for
collecting and archiving webpages, 2) a pair of archiving tools for collecting tweets,
and 3) event model-based focused crawling of webpages.
We proposed a hybrid approach for building unbiased collections of webpages with
high coverage using seed URLs generated from social media content (tweets),
together with event model-based focused crawlers. The tweet collection processes
[1, 2, 74, 91] ensure a large sample of seed URLs with broad and heterogeneous
genres of webpages (horizontal/exploring aspect) while the event model-based
focused crawler ensures high quality and relevant webpages (vertical/exploiting
aspect).
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7.3.1 Selecting Seed URLs
We apply the following steps for selecting/curating the set of seed URLs:
• Group long URLs by sources/domains/hosts
• Count the number of long URLs per source (source importance)
• Sort sources (descending) according to number of URLs in each source
• Pick top K sources and then choose one URL from each of the K sources
Choosing K unique sources ensures diversity of the seed URLs and choosing the top
K according to source importance measure ensures broad coverage and high quality.
Although tweet collections about events are a very rich source of seed URLs, they
contain a lot of noise (porn, job marketing, other spam, and varied other types of
non-relevant tweets or URLs). One important step required before using URLs
extracted from tweets is an importance analysis of each URL/webpage source, e.g.,
considering the domain name of the URL.
The set of seed URLs should be normalized. Consider the list below. URL1 is the
normalized version of URL2. Both URLs points to the same webpage.
• URL1 = www.cnn.com
• URL2 = www.cnn.com?utm_source=feedburner&utm_medium=twitter
The URLs mentioned in tweets are not all relevant. We need to filter them. We used
a keyword-based filtering method, which includes only URLs that have at least one
of a pre-defined set of keywords. The set of keywords is created manually for each
event. Such a filtering process is close in accuracy to classification, but much faster.
7.3.2 Seeds URL Domain/Source Importance
We define the webpage source importance as the probability of finding more
relevant webpages when starting with a seed URL from that source. We assume that
the topical/event locality property holds where webpages about an event link to
other webpages about the same event. Also we assume that URLs/webpages from a
same source are connected (i.e., if you start from one of them you can reach the
others).
We estimate the webpage source importance by calculating the number of URLs
from the same source extracted from the tweet collection. Figure 28 shows the
workflow for extracting URLs from tweet collections. We apply our methods on the
extracted URLs to calculate the source importance.
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Figure 28 Workflow for extracting, expanding, and selecting URLs from tweets
We ran an experiment about the Brussels attack event. We ran our event focused
crawler to collect 1000 webpages starting from different sets of seed URLs. The sets
of seed URLs tested in our experiments differ in two aspects: the number (K) of
URLs and the uniqueness of the URLs with respect to their websites. We selected the
seed URLs from a pool of URLs extracted from a set of tweets collected using the
Twitter streaming API. Table 10 summarizes the statistics for the Brussels attack
tweet collection. Figure 29 shows the language distribution of the tweets. Most of
the tweets are in the English language, which is the language we are worked on in
our research. Figures 30 and 31 show the number of tweets (without and with
URLs), and their distribution across time. Most of the tweets were posted on the
first day of the event; their number decreases with time. Figure 32 shows the
distribution of the sources according to our source importance measure.
We used the harvest ratio measure to evaluate the output of the focused crawlers.
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Table 10 Brussels attack tweet collection statistics
Category

Number

All tweets

2,227,706

Tweets in English (lang = en)

1,838,276

Tweet creation date distribution: 3/22/2016

1,253,152

Tweets with URLs

937,009

Tweets with URL creation date distribution:
3/22/2016

462,154

Unique short URLs extracted (lang = en)

113,402

Unique long URLs

85,991
(twitter.com = 38,168)

Unique domains/sources

8,082
(2980 >=2, 596 >=10)

De-duplicated URLs

74,698

URLs with keywords “brussels, attack”

16,187
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Figure 29 Brussels attack tweets language distribution
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Figure 32 Brussels attack seed URLs domains distribution
Table 11 summarizes the results of the different settings regarding the seed URLs
for the Brussels attack event. The first row is for the case of having k unique
domains. We choose one URL from each domain. The second row is for the case of
having k/2 unique domains; we choose 2 URLs from each domain. The domains
from which we choose the URLs are sorted according to how many URLs belong to
them. So the top k domains are the ones that have the largest numbers of URLs
belonging to them. The columns represent the different values for K (the desired
number of URLs we want to select as seeds). As the results shows, as we increase
the number of seeds, the focused crawler finds more relevant webpages (leading to
a high harvest ratio). Also, distributing the seed URLs across several websites
increases the ability of the focused crawler to find more relevant webpages. Table
12 shows the webpage source distribution in the resulting crawled webpages. As
the results show, using URLs with more unique sources produces collections with a
more diverse set of sources, and this increases by increasing the number of seeds.
For example, starting from 10 seed URLs from unique sources led to a collection of
1000 webpages from 68 unique sources in contrast to the original 31 unique
sources.
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Table 11 Harvest ratio for event focused crawler using two methods of seed
selection with different numbers of seeds for Brussels attack
Top K Frequent unique websites
Top K/2 Frequent websites with multiple
URLs from same source

K = 10
0.685
0.645

K = 50
0.752
0.763

K = 100
0.817
0.775

Table 12 Number of different domains in the output collections of crawling
experiments for Brussels attack
Top K frequent unique websites
Top K frequent websites with multiple URLs
from same source

K = 10
68

K = 50
74

K = 100
117

31

58
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Tables 13 and 14 show the results for the Oregon shooting event, Tables 15 and 16
show the results for the California shooting event, and Tables 17 and 18 show the
results for the Orlando shooting event. For the Oregon shooting event, we see the
same effect as for the Brussels attack event, having seed URLs from unique domains
(rather than having multiple URLs from the same domain) increases the ability of
the focused crawler to find more relevant webpages. However, in the case K=100,
there was no performance improvement. Both methods achieved the same harvest
ratio (0.741) but the method using URLs from unique domains produced a collection
with 135 unique domains while the method using multiple URLs from the same
domain produced a collection with only 96 unique domains. Another problem with
the Oregon shooting collection is that we ran our experiments 10 months after the
event happened. Most of the seeds and webpages about the event no longer exist
(give 404 error as HTTP Response). This affects the performance of both crawlers;
adding more seeds doesn’t help in finding relevant webpages.
Table 13 Harvest ratio for event focused crawler using two methods of seeds
selection with different numbers of seeds for Oregon shooting
Top K Frequent unique websites
Top K Frequent websites with multiple
URLs from same source
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K = 10
0.717
0.715

K = 50
0.744
0.669

K = 100
0.741
0.741

Table 14 Number of different domains in the output collections of crawling
experiments for Oregon shooting
K = 10

K = 50

K = 100

Top K frequent unique websites

65

93

135

Top K frequent websites with multiple URLs
from same source

59

84

96

We also see the same behavior in the California shooting event as shown in Tables
15 and 16. Crawling with URLs from unique domains achieves better performance
than crawling with multiple URLs from the same domain. Increasing the number of
seed URLs increases the performance of the focused crawler. Also, in the case K =
100, both methods achieve a harvest ratio of around 0.9, but the method using URLs
from unique domains produced a collection with 129 unique domains while the
method using multiple URLs from same domain produced a collection with only 101
unique domains.
A better way is to choose seed URLs from type 4 (i.e., Hub URLs) (see Table 9)
where the URL points to a webpage of relevant content and the webpage contains
URLs to other relevant webpages. Since we are automating the process of selecting
the seed URLs from the pool of URLs extracted from social media (i.e., Twitter), we
think we achieved a reasonable performance with minimal or no manual work. This
contrasts to the situation when seed URLs are curated with manual work.
Table 15 Harvest ratio for event focused crawler using two methods of seeds
selection with different numbers of seeds for California shooting
Top K Frequent unique websites
Top K Frequent websites with multiple
URLs from same source

K = 10
0.7
0.66

K = 50
0.7604
0.7218

K = 100
0.7818
0.7548

Table 16 Number of different domains in the output collections of crawling
experiments for California shooting
Top K frequent unique websites
Top K frequent websites with multiple URLs
from same source

K = 10
60

K = 50
97

K = 100
129

54

64

101

We examined the seed URLs produced in the case k = 100 in both the Oregon and
California shooting events. We noticed that although we selected the seed URLs
from important domains, the type of the webpages these URLs linking to are
authority/dead end, where the content of the webpages is relevant but they are not
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linking to other relevant webpages. Thus adding more of these URLs didn’t help the
focused crawler find or reach more relevant webpages.
Finally, the Orlando shooting event leads to the same behavior as in the previous
events. Adding more URLs from unique domains helps the focused crawler find
more relevant webpages, as is shown in Table 16. In the case k = 100, adding more
unique domains achieved almost the same performance as the method of adding
more URLs from the same domain (like for the previously mentioned events).
A reasonable justification for that behavior is that when we pick URLs from the top
100 domains, the domain distribution gets wider, and we include domains with a
low number of URLs from them (the tail of the distribution), when compared to the
most frequent domains at the top of the list. These domains do not link to more
relevant URLs and thus don’t help the focused crawler reach more relevant parts of
the WWW.
We verified that, by examining the last 10 domains in the top 100 domains in the
Orlando shooting event. We examined the number of URLs that are from the last 10
domains in the crawled webpages produced at the end of the crawl. We found that 8
out of the 10 domains had 1 URL only in the resulting collection of webpages. An
optimum selection of seed URLs is a trade-off between adding more unique domains
and having seed URLs from type 4 seed URLs, which are highly relevant on their
own, and also link to other relevant URLs. We used the number of URLs from a
domain to estimate the probability that a URL from that domain will link to other
relevant URLs. A better way (but rather computationally expensive) is to build the
Web graph out of the seed URLs and select only the ones that have higher outdegree or that optimize the coverage and diversity trade-off.
Table 17 Harvest ratio for event focused crawler using two methods of seeds
selection with different numbers of seeds for Orlando shooting
Top K frequent unique websites
Top K frequent websites with multiple
URLs from same source

K = 10
0.6

K = 50
0.709

K = 100
0.722

0.5

0.6856

0.7158

Table 18 Number of different domains in the output collections of crawling
experiments for Orlando shooting
K = 10

K = 50

K = 100

Top K frequent unique websites

157

181

220

Top K frequent websites with multiple URLs
from same source

13

157

181
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8

Conclusion and Future Work

We proposed a model and representation for events. We showed how to represent
an event using our model.
We calculated the weights of the three attributes of our event model by jointly
optimizing two parameters - the number of keywords and the threshold value - to
yield the best F1-score evaluation metric on a manually labeled (relevant and nonrelevant) dataset of URLs and webpages about the California shooting. The results
showed that the event model, with these weights employed, can effectively classify
URLs and webpages as to their relevance to the event of interest.
We incorporated our event model into focused crawling and showed that our event
model-based focused crawler built an event-related Web collection more effectively
than the state-of-the-art best-first topic-only focused crawler on two different
events: California shooting and Brussels attack. The results for small-scale
experiments (collecting 1000 webpages from 38 and 23 seed URLs, respectively)
showed that our event-model based focused crawler outperformed the topic-only
focused crawler by collecting more relevant webpages about the two events (i.e.,
achieving higher harvest ratio).
We ran experiments for large-scale crawling (ranging from 50K – 500K webpages)
on 7 different events: California shooting, Brussels attack, Oregon shooting, Egyptair
plane crash, Panama papers, Paris attack, and Ecuador earthquake. We leveraged
social media (i.e., Twitter) to extract and select seed URLs for crawling. Our event
model-based focused crawler outperformed the topic-only focused crawler by
collecting more relevant webpages.
We proposed and incorporated webpages’ source importance into our focused
crawler. The results showed that using webpage source importance led to an
equivalent quality event related collection, relative to the baseline, but required
fewer sources.
Finally, we showed the effect of the seed URLs on the quality of the resulting
webpages collections. We demonstrated use of the source importance measure to
curate and select high quality seed URLs from URLs extracted from social media
content (tweets).
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We have covered the five research questions and the related hypotheses. Research
questions 1 and 2 (and hypothesis 1.1) were covered in Chapter 4: building the
event model and representation and using it with the focused crawler. We covered
research question 3 (and hypothesis 1.2) in Chapter 6, evaluating the effectiveness
of our event model in focused crawling. Finally, we covered research questions 4
and 5 (and hypotheses 1.3 and 2) in Chapter 7, modeling webpage source
importance and integrating it with event model-based focused crawler.

8.1 Contributions
Our contributions in this dissertation research are:
1. Designing an event model that captures the information needed for
representing events (with disaster events as a case study).
2. Developing an event-aware focused crawler that uses the event model for the
target event and for webpage representation, as well as for developing a new
similarity function that helps in webpage relevance estimation.
3. Designing and incorporating webpage source importance model into a
focused crawler system.
4. Developing a new methodology for semi-automated seed URL generation
from social media content.
5. Building an event digital library of event-related objects (text, metadata
records, archives, and entities).

8.2 Future Work
Our event model has captured three attributes for an event (topic, location, and
date). We plan to extend our event model by extracting and adding organizations
and participants; that information will represent the ‘Who’ part in the ‘Who did
What, Where and When’ event model. This will enrich our event model and
consequently should increase the event model-based focused crawler’s power to
estimate and retrieve more relevant webpages.
Further, with regard to focused crawling for large events, we are integrating our
tweet collection efforts, that already have resulted in over 1.2 billion tweets spread
across about 1000 collection, with follow-up focused crawling that starts with seeds
that come from the URLs found in those tweets.
On the application side, we also plan to use our event model to analyze and
summarize a collection of webpages; this can work for any collection about a
particular event (e.g., prepared through manual curation, or using our event focused
crawler [92] ). Using our event model, we will generate a list of indicative sentences,
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and extract entities to represent and summarize an event. There are multiple
algorithms and software implementations for text summarization, but we believe
this concept of corpus/event summarization is new and worth investigation. Our
preliminary study of such summarization suggests that results will have high quality
and utility [92].
Further, we plan to run more experiments on different kinds of events and to test
other heuristics for combining webpage source importance with event model-based
relevance scores. Finally, we will build a knowledge base of sources, for each type of
event. The knowledge base will include a list of URLs, extracted from social media
content about different types of events. The list of extracted URLs will be used to
build a list of pairs: sources and their importance score (how many relevant URLs
are from a source). This list could be used to compute priors for the source
importance model during crawling.
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